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ABSTRACT:
Data is extremely valuable in manufacturing processes, but it also has a cost. A careful
balance between the value of information and the cost of collection is crucial in
semiconductor manufacturing, and this balance must change as a fabrication process
matures through Process Development and Yield Ramp (Phase I), and into Wafer Start
Ramp and Sustained Production (Phase II). This thesis concentrates on building the
necessary skills to make the transition from Phase I, where data is primarily used for
process and product characterization, to Phase II, where emphasis is on using data for
cost and cycle time reduction. The critical juncture between Phase I and Phase II occurs
only once in a semiconductor process lifetime. Therefore, emphasis must be on practical
implementation. This will promote skill building as well as unmasking organizational
roadblocks to making the transition. To this end, three examples using historical data to
more sharply focus control practices in terms of this transition are developed:
1. A method for estimating the characteristics of similar metal films through one
measurement leads to a dramatic reduction in machine quality checks.
2. The use of statistical control practices that potentially lead to over control the level of
particles in a metallization process is investigated.
3. A methodology is developed for determining systematic sampling plans (i.e.
inspecting every kth lot) without the loss of significant information about the process.
These three cases are then discussed in the context of the necessary steps to create a "high
octane" learning environment. The ingredients of these steps are:
1. An organization must develop communication patterns that provide the ability to see
and solve problems that could be useful.
2. By accumulating knowledge, the firm is more efficient at future learning. It knows
better where to acquire information and more precisely what it needs to know.
3. An organization will not begin to move until the anxiety not to make the move is
greater than the anxiety associated with making the move.
Thesis Advisor: Roy Welsch, Professor of Statistics and Management
Thesis Advisor: Duane Boning, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
1. Motivation - A Semiconductor Manufacturing Process in
Transition
1.1 Introduction
Data is extremely valuable in manufacturing processes, but it also has a cost. A careful
balance between the value of information and the cost of collection is crucial in
semiconductor manufacturing, and this balance must change as a fabrication process
evolves. In this chapter, we examine the context of transition at Digital Semiconductor in
Hudson, MA, and introduce the goal of this thesis: to develop methods for understanding
the proper role of data as the semiconductor manufacturing process matures.
Eliminating nonvalue-added steps and procedures from a manufacturing process is a
simple concept, and most companies have continuous improvement programs and metrics
in place to accomplish this goal. The problem that arises is how to determine what
activities add value. The answer to this question depends directly upon one's perception
of what is the ultimate goal of the organization and upon what it is being measured. For a
business that has a fairly stable strategy, the ability to target resources for continuous
improvement to meet the stated goals is much greater than for a business that is trying to
redefine itself or is operating within a rapidly changing industry. Digital Equipment
Corporation finds itself in the latter situations. It is in the final stages of a retrenchment
that has brought it back to profitability in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1995; earning
$122 million on sales revenues of $13.8 billion.' This is the first time in five years that
Digital has posted a profit, but its restructuring has not been without costs. The present
work force is half its peak of the late 1980's, and sales revenues, neglecting inflationary
effects, have been essentially unchanged since 1991.
1 Convey, Eric, "Digital looks for Hudson Plant Partner", Boston Herald, Nov. 10, 1995.
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Although Digital as a whole appears to be making a successful comeback, institutional
change is still taking place within its divisions. Bob Palmer, Digital's CEO since 1992,
has indicated "that the company's turnaround is very much a work in progress." 2 This
thesis focuses on the Digital Semiconductor Business Unit (DS), one of nine to emerge
from its restructuring, and this business unit's effort to become a cost competitive
merchant supplier of semiconductor devices. Since this is a new directive for DS, it
must reevaluate its processes and procedures in this light. A window of opportunity to
study this change in progress is the present push within the DS Fab4 manufacturing
operation to reduce the costs of producing semiconductor devices.
In distinguishing value-added activities, the best resource a company has is information.
Without it there will be no way of confirming the benefits of a particular action. Building
semiconductor devices is very complex and as such is very data intensive. Different
materials are introduced into the silicon wafers as well as deposited in layers on top of the
silicon wafers. In order to build a state-of-the-art microprocessor, the wafer from which
it comes must travel a manufacturing route within the fab that involves hundreds of
individual steps. Unfortunately, these manufacturing steps are very interactive. When a
problem is located, the seed for the problem could have been planted many steps before.
Therefore, knowing what happens at each step becomes very important for effective
problem solving analysis. Additionally, the devices that are being built can not be
viewed with the naked eye to confirm conformance. Because of this, special equipment
and techniques have been developed to verify performance of the processes.
In a semiconductor company like Digital, where the leading edge of technology is being
pushed, the desire for information is even more ingrained. Often the engineers are
challenging the frontier of semiconductor science as well as the capabilities of the
processing equipment. Since they are the first, understanding what is happening is
achieved through the data that is collected. Building the skills and infrastructure to
generate, process and use the findings discovered has been of paramount importance to
2 Nerney, Christopher P., "Shareholders praise Digital for turnaround", Middlesex News, Nov. 10, 1995.
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DS maintaining a technological lead over its competitors. The importance of the
information as the process matures will be to create as reliable a manufacturing process
with as little demand for information as possible while still being able to ship the
technology desired. It will be the up front investment in fully understanding the process
through the data collected that will allow the company to do this.
1.2 Hypothesis: Determining the Role of Data
In this research what is most crucial is the role that data plays throughout the
manufacturing process lifetime. To help define the various roles of data a generic four
step model has been generated that describes the evolution of a semiconductor
manufacturing process. These four steps are Process Development, Yield Ramp, Wafer
Start Ramp and Sustained Production. The four steps in this evolution overlap, yet flow
sequentially from one to the other. For the first two steps, Phase I, data is primarily used
for process and product characterization. For the last two steps, Phase II, emphasis is on
using the data for cost and cycle time reduction. This thesis then concentrates on
building the necessary skills that are needed to make the transition from Phase I to Phase
II. The backdrop is a company that has been expert at process and product
characterization leading to the world's fastest microprocessors, yet due to market forces,
must now also become expert at cycle time and cost reduction.
As stated above, Digital Semiconductor is expert at Phase I. DS has been capable of
maintaining a string of technological advances that has allowed it to make the fastest
microprocessors in the world. Historically, its role has been as a leading edge technology
supplier to the computer system assemblers in the corporation. The cost of providing
this technology was viewed as the cost of maintaining the technological lead that allowed
them to sell systems. Trends in the computer industry have forced the company to
reorganize. Now the semiconductor division itself must generate profit as well as
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continue to lead the industry in technology. This shift in business philosophy means that
systems within DS will have to change. Market forces will not allow DS to operate at
high costs and then pass these costs on as high prices. To move product pressure will be
applied to sell at competitive price points. This means that Digital Semiconductor must
not only master process and product characterization, but must also build competency in
cycle time and cost reduction. This emphasizes the need for introspection of present
practices and the importance of leveraging learning opportunities.
Additionally, the critical juncture between process and product characterization and
cycle time and cost reduction occurs only once in a semiconductor process lifetime. This
means that the opportunities for DS to manage and learn from these transitions are far and
few between, the lifetime of a process stretching over many years. Fortunately for DS
this change in business philosophy coincides with the maturing of their CMOS5
processing technology. This provides the opportunity for DS to begin building a base of
knowledge in cycle time and cost reduction. To fully build this base of knowledge and
because of the complexity in a semiconductor process, an emphasis must be placed on
practical implementation. This will expose people to the possibilities available as well as
begin to unmask organizational roadblocks to obtaining superior cycle time and cost
reductions. To this end, three examples of using historical data to more sharply focus
control practices to achieve lower cost and shorter cycle time are developed in this thesis.
These are then used to discuss the steps to creating a "high octane" learning environment.
1.3 Thesis Organization
1.3.1 Chapter 2: Reevaluating Value-Added
We begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the semiconductor process development model.
We then proceed into a historical overview of Digital Semiconductor and a more
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thorough discussion on strengths and weaknesses of DS in light of the model. The
discussion touches upon two specific areas. The first is the role of DS as a technology
supplier. The second is the changing role of Fab4 within Digital Semiconductor. Both of
these point out the historical perspectives that provide challenges to becoming a
competitive supplier in the merchant semiconductor industry.
1.3.2 Chapter 3: Difficulties in Being a Low Volume, Cost Competitive
Manufacturer
Chapter 3 focuses on a more strategic level of DS and the resulting operational
consequences. We begin by discussing the difficulties in being a low volume producer of
semiconductor chips. The low volumes force Digital to build flexibility into their
systems such that multiple process steps can be completed on one machine. This in turn
means these systems must be checked to determine that they can accurately perform the
processes they are supposed to accomplish. These checks take up valuable machine
time, pushing the need for more equipment and added costs. The emphasis of the chapter
is to better delineate the working environment in DS and to set the atmosphere in which
the following three case examples of data analysis are completed.
1.3.3 Chapter 4: Reducing Machine Quality Checks in an Aluminum Deposition
Process
In Chapter 4, we present a case study for reduction in the number of machine quality
checks conducted on a metal deposition process. During the production of a complex
semiconductor chip such as the Alpha® Microprocessor there are many steps that use the
same machine to perform similar operations. Presently, these steps are checked
individually to ensure that the machine can properly perform the designated task.
Optimally, it would be more efficient to make one observation and then predict the results
for the others. In this chapter a method for setting aluminum deposition times for the
various metal layers that comprise the Alpha® Microprocessor will be outlined. Although
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specific to the metal deposition tools, the practice of estimating the characteristics of
similar films through one measurement is applicable in other areas of the fab.
1.3.4 Chapter 5: Analysis of a Particle Checking Scheme
The second case study is presented in Chapter 5, where particle checking methods are
analyzed. The demon to destroy in all fabs is the introduction of unwanted particles into
the production process. To ensure that this does not happen, a multitude of tests are
performed. The question is, when is this testing too much such that valuable processing
time or cycle time is wasted, showing little gain in quality of the product? To investigate
this, two particle checks on the metal deposition tools are evaluated. These tests are done
as both a machine test, independent of product being processed, and as a test whenever a
certain metal film used in Digital's manufacturing process is being deposited on product
wafers. This redundancy adds costs and uses valuable machine time. An analysis of
eliminating this duplication of effort is presented here.
1.3.5 Chapter 6: Determining Viability for Kth Lot Sampling
The final case study is presented in Chapter 6, where lot sampling strategies are examined
to reduce data collection requirements. This chapter builds a system for investigating the
usefulness of moving to a systematic sampling plan; i.e. inspecting every kth lot that
passes through an operational step. Up to now DS has only been able to configure its
manufacturing software for 100% inspection. Anything less than 100% inspection had to
be tracked off-line, creating extra work for the operators and the possibility of missed
data. A recent hire into the Computer Integrated Manufacturing group (CIM) brought the
skill and know-how to program the software to perform and track every kth lot sampling
plans. This in turn called for a system to evaluate when and when not to implement
systematic sampling and how often to sample. In investigating this topic, a review of the
after etch critical dimension (CD) measurements for the Metal 1 photolithography step is
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presented. Although this process appears to be very much under control (points primarily
fall within the one sigma zone of the SPC chart), every lot must inspected. It is a
permanent step within the more than 300 steps that make up the Alpha ® Microprocessor
manufacturing process.
1.3.6 Chapter 7: Building a Core Capability in Data Reduction
In Chapter 7 we generalize the learning based on the three case studies above: it is
critical to a learning organization to develop a core capability in properly defining the
role of data as the manufacturing process evolves. The three examples of data reduction
can have some short term significance in Fab4. But the importance these examples have
for the newer Fab6 is that they stress the need for a coordinated effort in managing the
large volume of data that will be required to effectively run that facility. Chapter 7
discusses the need for building experience in evaluating data acquisition practices such
that costs can be equivalent to other manufacturers. Organizational learning is discussed
in the context of Henderson and Clark's "architectural change," Cohen and Levinthal's
"absorptive capacity," and Schein's "green room." Fab4 can be used by Digital
Semiconductor to exploit the CMOS5 semiconductor process or it can be taken a step
further to explore the internal capabilities of DS.
1.3.7 Chapter 8: Reflections
Chapter 8 is the final chapter in this thesis. It reviews the major points developed in the




We begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the semiconductor process development model.
We then proceed into a historical overview of Digital Semiconductor and a more
thorough discussion on strengths and weaknesses of DS in light of the model. The
discussion touches upon two specific areas. The first is the role of DS as a technology
supplier. The second is the changing role of Fab4 within Digital Semiconductor. Both of
these point out the historical perspectives that provide challenges to becoming a
competitive supplier in the merchant semiconductor industry.
2.1 Introduction: Industry Perspective
In the development of a new semiconductor manufacturing process much effort is placed
on characterizing and optimizing the regions of operation that lead to the best product
characteristics and yields possible in a sustainable operation. This process can be
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This is a period of great experimentation. Emphasis is focused
on centering manufacturing processes in order to build the
structures on the silicon that are deemed necessary to make the
device work as designed. In the beginning of this period only test
devices are built. As time passes and test devices are proven to
work, product devices are transitioned into the flow.
In this period the semiconductor manufacturer is pushing to build
as many usable devices as possible on each wafer it sends
through the manufacturing line. This is a quest for searching out
and eliminating those factors that cause the devices to fail.
Phase II
This period is characterized by an increase in the number of
wafers that are started on the line in a particular time frame.
Usually this is measured in wafer starts per week (WSPW).
Increasing WSPW highlights processes and practices that are
limiting capacity.
In sustained production there will be minimal change in WSPW.
Manufacturing becomes more routine. This normality of work
will provide the opportunity to further eliminate steps that are not
significantly impacting production's ability to make usable
devices.
The success of Phases I and II is dependent upon skillful acquisition, analysis,
interpretation and use of data which defines the manufacturing process. As a result,
methods for data acquisition are put in place to capture a tremendous amount of
information. This information is used to ensure that processes are in statistical control
and that product meets and perhaps exceeds technical requirements as given in Digital's
internal "techfile" specifications. Phase I is characterized by increasing data needs as
theories about the optimal areas of operation are investigated. Phase II, on the other
hand, is typified by the paring of data to its bare essentials such that the integrity of the
overall process is still maintained at minimal cost and effort. Unfortunately, once
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practices are in place in Phase I, it becomes very difficult for them to be removed in
Phase II, even if their "value" to the end product is negligible.
2.2 History of Digital Semiconductor as a Technology Provider
Digital Semiconductor traces its origin back to 1972. At this time a group of seven
engineers was assembled in order to use LSI technology to reduce the size of Digital's
most popular computer line, the PDP-8. As the company's focus shifted from the PDP-8
to the next generation PDP-11, Digital contracted with an outside firm, Western Digital,
to design and manufacture the LSI-11 chip set. At the same time Digital developed an in-
house manufacturing capability as a second source. When Western Digital failed to
deliver, the in-house operation became the primary supplier of semiconductor chip sets to
Digital's equipment builders.3 Ever since, Digital's products, such as its VAX®
minicomputers and Alphas workstations, have been controlled through internally
designed and manufactured semiconductor products. In fact the success of these products
has been directly tied to the ability of DS to stay on the forefront of product and process
technology in order to make these products industry-leading. Many of these systems
products would not have been possible without the chip products provided by Digital
Semiconductor.4
Since the internal customers of DS have traditionally pushed for leading edge technology,
organizational emphasis has been primarily focused on Phase I. Process Development
and Yield Ramp have dominated the unit's resources and have been the keys to success.
An interesting note about the Yield Ramp is that its most important benefit to Digital has
not necessarily been cost savings, but instead has meant a decrease in time-to-market for
new products and early volume. In fact, at Digital yield ramp is often sacrificed to some
3 Digital Semiconductor historical exhibit located in lobby of HL02 in Hudson, MA.
4 Titelbaum, Mike, "Digital Semiconductor Long Range Plan: Traditional and Customer Product Line", The Digital
Semiconductor Connection, Vol. 14, No. 9, p.5, Nov. 1995.
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degree in order to concentrate on higher WSPW. Time -to-market is considered too
critical even to wait for yields to rise.5 The outcome of this is that it allowed the Digital
Computer Systems Division to bring the most advanced equipment to market first.
The main priority of DS was never to make a profit for the corporation itself. Delivery
to internal Digital customers and maintaining position on a technology roadmap
significantly overshadowed the emphasis on costs. Instead, DS was regarded as an
important building block in the overall corporate strategy and as such was developed as
an internal supplier. The cost of operating DS was the price the corporation had to pay in
order to have access to leading edge technology that was and still is seen as a strategic
advantage for the corporation as a whole. This is in contrast to most other chip
manufacturers. Most players within the industry try to maximize the lifetime of their fabs
(extend Phase II as much as possible for profit). This will give them the greatest return
on the millions of dollars invested.
Because Digital as a corporation valued so highly the technology that DS provided, the
efforts and skills of DS focused on Phase I. This has led to DS shutting down fabs early
in their lifetimes as compared to the industry in general. This happened because the
needs of Digital as a whole rendered the technology in the older fabs of DS "obsolete"
even though they were still state of the art when compared to outside companies. 6 If the
main concern was cost savings and return on investment, then Digital would have kept its
previous fabs operating longer and would not have shut them down once the technology
in the fab was matched by its competitors. The fabs lifetimes were governed by their
ability to produce at a technology level needed by their internal customers and not by
external markets.
s Conversation with Tracy Harrison at Digital, Hudson on January 18, 1996.
6 Conversation with Tracy Harrison at Digital, Hudson on January 18, 1996.
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2.3 History of Fab4 as a Pilot Line Facility
Fab4 was originally created as a process development facility. On many of the computer
systems at Digital Semiconductor it is still referred to as PLF - Pilot Line Facility. It was
never intended to be the main source of supply for any of Digital's semiconductor
products. When first opened in 1991, its purpose was to develop and qualify the next
generation semiconductor process. Viewed from the perspective of Figure 2-1, its
purpose was to complete Phase I of the semiconductor development process. Once
qualified, manufacturing processes were to be transferred to Digital's fab in South
Queens Ferry, Scotland (SQF) where volume production of chips would take place. Once
this occurred the fab would be shut down and its engineering resources and production
transferred to the new fab at the Hudson, MA site, Fab6. SQF would then complete the
semiconductor development process for CMOS5 as it had done for CMOS3 and CMOS4,
two earlier generations of semiconductor processes created by DS in Hudson. SQF
would do this by implementing Phase II: Wafer Start Ramp and Sustained Production.
The complete transfer of CMOS5 to SQF did not happen. As addressed earlier, Digital's
financial problems triggered downsizing across the corporation and the SQF facility in
Scotland was sold off. With the sale of SQF, Fab6 still in construction and Fab3 at
Hudson having been "obsoleted," Fab4's charter changed to that of being the main
supplier of present generation (CMOS5) Alpha® microprocessors. Thus, Fab4 finds itself
as the focal piece of a transition within DS that is philosophical as well as functional. It
was called upon to change its role from that of process development to full volume
production while at the same time it had to begin to meet business unit goals of being
cost competitive when compared to others in the industry. This transition is underway,
and much effort and learning is needed before it is accomplished.
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2.4 Windows of Opportunity
For many semiconductor companies the most distinct break in the process development
model comes between the yield ramp and the wafer start ramp. Very often Phase I and
Phase II occur at different facilities. For example, Digital's previous modus operandi
was to transfer Alphas chip production to SQF. The change of venue brings on board a
different set of people whose priorities are different from those of the previous
development group. The benefit of this is that it allows a reevaluation of the present
manufacturing practices. The development people might be beholden to a set of
procedures simply because of historical ties or possibly they are predispositioned to work
in a manner that most benefited the previous steps of development. Inefficiency and
expense could be designed in for the sake of technology. The alternative is that changing
venues is not necessarily the answer. By switching locations and bringing on new people
knowledge can be lost.
Fab6 is likewise going to be used for both process development and volume production.
Thus, DS will lose the opportunity of the physical break in location and people between
development steps to review present practices. To overcome this, the review must be
fostered by internal mechanisms. To do this in Fab4 Digital put together two teams to
analyze and redirect the efforts of the personnel in the fab: the RAM (Required
Accelerated Manufacturing) and PEP (Process Empowerment Program) Teams. The
RAM team was put into place as a result of the decision to sell SQF and to use Fab4 for
volume production. Due to the previous pilot line function of the fab, the purpose of the
RAM Team was to do an extensive study in order to determine what needed to be done
to best transform Fab4 into a cost competitive facility. This study covered everything
from placement of equipment within the fab, to inventory control methods, to process
monitoring techniques. The study extended over three months and was completed in
December of 1994. The PEP Team is an operational follow-up to the RAM team. Its
main focus is on creating a continuous flow of product through the fab with effective,
easy to follow feedback mechanisms when things go wrong. This is being driven by the
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need to simplify the engineering controls in a maturing process. This will allow process
engineering talent to migrate to the new process developments happening in Fab6, turn
more control over to the production staff, and lower costs.
2.5 Conclusion: Target Non-Value Added Procedures and Processes
The RAM and PEP teams can only set a direction. The brunt of the work must be
accomplished by the engineering staff itself. The people who are responsible for and
work with the processes day to day will be the ones who ultimately change the course of
the organization as a whole. This is why the ability of the teams to communicate the
strategic direction is so important. If the communication is successful, people will start
applying their knowledge, talent and ability towards accomplishing the stated goals.
For Fab4 the transition from Phase I to Phase II has been difficult. The change in
perception from data collection as a means to an end in developing the process to data
collection as a possible hindrance to cost competitiveness is difficult for people to accept.
People in this fab have been judged on their ability to control and therefore understand
every deviation within their scope of responsibility. As a result, numerous data collection
checkpoints have historically been put in place. It is this data that has been instrumental
in developing the fastest microprocessors in the world, i.e. Phase I complete.
It is now in Phase II that the definition of value-added takes on a new meaning. In a very
conservative definition, every action that does not physically modify the surface of the
silicon wafer as it is transformed from a bare silicon wafer into operational,
semiconductor chips must be questioned. In a process that is hundreds of steps long,
nonvalue-adding practices can take on many forms. Redundant tests to "qualify" a piece
of equipment for production consume valuable availability. Trying to over control a
process by setting control limits that are well within expected operational performance
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leads to unnecessary downtime. 100% testing of product wafers when a more limited
inspection plan will provide similar results again eats into availability and also increases
cycle time. This is not to say that these are the only areas where nonvalue-added
practices can be found. They could also be "hidden" within process steps where
something physical is happening to the wafer. Better batching of wafers through a
process could reduce wait time. Additionally, reconfiguring a process on a tool or
moving it to another machine could result in shorter processing times.
The focus of this research is to foster processes for identifying data acquisition practices
that might no longer add significant value to the end product. Once these are identified
their overall contribution to reliability and quality of the end product must be judged.
Those practices that have demonstrated little risk in being eliminated, must be. At Digital
Semiconductor the ability to review their data acquisition practices as a process matures
will be essential to their stated goal of being able to compete in the merchant
semiconductor industry. This will lead to increased capacity through critical toolsets,
mote time for operators to run product, the need for less engineering support and the need
for less material used exclusively for testing. The combination of these means that the
cost to process a wafer will decline.
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3. Difficulties in Being a Low Volume, Cost Competitive
Manufacturer
Chapter 3 focuses on a more strategic level of DS and the resulting operational
consequences. We begin by discussing the difficulties in being a low volume producer of
semiconductor chips. The low volumes force Digital to build flexibility into their
systems such that multiple process steps can be completed on one machine. The emphasis
of the chapter is to better delineate the working environment in DS and to set the
atmosphere in which the following three case examples of data analysis are completed.
3.1 Introduction
The development of single wafer processing, multi-chamber machines or cluster tools has
been a tremendous boost to semiconductor manufacturers from both a technical and
economic standpoint. If a single machine can perform multiple steps in a process, then it
is possible that the manufacturer will not have to spend as much capital to build, outfit
and operate a fab; new fabs cost hundreds of millions of dollars, even billions for the
largest. Advantages of cluster tools are the following:
1. Performing multiple processes in one piece of equipment results in fewer inter-
machine handling steps. This leads to less contamination and fewer handling errors.
2. The equipment itself is not locked into a designated use. If processing requirements
change, the modules on the equipment can be changed.
3. Economic benefits are reduced cycle time via less wafer handling and reduced floor
space requirements via smaller equipment footprints.*
But there are disadvantages as well:
1. Since these machines are more complex, they are also more difficult to maintain.
Floor space in a clean room is very expensive, thus a reduction in floor space reduces overhead costs.
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2. Controlling overall processes within the tool is more difficult. Interactions between
chamber processes are harder to detect due to the lack of testing between these steps.7
3.2 High Volume Perspective
Both the high and low volume producers of semiconductors are drawn to cluster tools,
but for slightly different reasons. Although the difference is small, it has a dramatic
effect on the ability of companies to fully utilize equipment that they purchase. For the
high volume manufacturer it is mainly a question of cycle time reduction. The power of
the cluster tool is that three or four sequential steps that were previously done on different
equipment can now be completed on one machine. This helps eliminate unnecessary
handling of the wafers thus reducing handling time and operator mistakes.
In most instances these machines will be optimized to run a singular series of sequential
process steps, combining them into one operation or setup such that multiple wafers can
have the same process completed in parallel (Figure 3-1). High volume producers have
enough throughput to ensure single machines can be dedicated without risking the
possibility that equipment will sit idle waiting for product. Redundancy comes from
having more than one piece of equipment dedicated to a single task. If one machine goes
down, there is another right beside it that is configured exactly the same. Although
throughput will be diminished, a complete stoppage of the line can be avoided..
Additionally, the high volume manufacturer sets up systems such that when the tool is
fully loaded (a wafer in each possible handler of the system), each chamber is physically
running a process. A wafer never sits idle in one of these machines.
SBailey, Troy A., "Semiconductor Cluster Tool Availability", Master's Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,




Figure 3-1: Basic Types of Cluster Tool Configurations
3.3 Low Volume Perspective
The low volume producer does not have the volumes to justify complete machine
dedication. If this were done, there would be too much unused capacity. A typical
strategy for a low volume manufacturer is to increase the flexibility of its equipment.
With multi-chamber machines flexibility can now be built into their systems such that
different operations within the process can be completed on one piece of equipment. A
single piece of equipment can now be used not only to combine process steps, but also
can be configured to complete separate steps within the process. These are steps that are
not sequential, but are separated in time by other procedures being performed on separate
pieces of equipment. Redundancy comes from having several machines that can each
perform not only the same, but also a number of different steps. Cost savings come from
having fewer machines performing more process steps in less floor space.
The dilemma for the low volume manufacturer is that the multi-process systems must
now be checked to determine that they can accurately perform the processes they are
supposed to. The gained flexibility leads to the need to prove that the equipment will
behave as expected. These checks in turn take up valuable machine time, pushing the
8 Bailey, Troy A., "Semiconductor Cluster Tool Availability", Master's Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA, p. 20, June 1994.
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need for more equipment and added costs. The high volume manufacturers are not faced
with the same magnitude of equipment checks. They of course want to limit any checks
that take away production time, but since their equipment is dedicated, the checks that
have to be made are far simpler.
At Digital, in Fab4, the extra checks imposed by using machines for multiple purposes is
compounded by the fact that this fab will also be producing chips of different process
generations. As multiple process generations are introduced, new and different data
needs to be collected. The added data collection places an increasing burden on the
processing equipment as well as the operators of the equipment, the engineering group
responsible for the process, and the metrology and analysis equipment used to make the
measurements. These added checks mean the multi-process equipment will meet
capacity constraints quicker in a low volume fab as compared to that of a high volume
one. The more processes a machine runs, the more time is needed to verify its
effectiveness and thus, less time is available to run product. As such, the cost of
processing wafers becomes inherently greater in a low volume fab because the same
equipment cannot process as many wafers over the same period of time.
Unfortunately for the low volume producer, the complicated use of equipment tends to
require more equipment and process engineering support in order to maintain quality. In
addition, more operators are needed to run the extra checks, thus raising costs further.
Another way of viewing this is equipment within a low volume fab that serves a single
purpose will in all likelihood have excess capacity. An indication of this within Digital's
Fab4 is that cluster equipment, for the most part, is the bottleneck to increased
production, while dedicated equipment has extra capacity and is not seen as a problem to
reaching wafer start goals.
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Figure 3-2: Standardized Equipment Capacities
3.4 Testing for System Performance
In terms of testing its systems, there are three main ways in Fab4 in which Digital assures
the quality of its manufacturing process.
1. Examining the actual wafers upon which the devices are being built - product wafer
tests.
2. Examining a test wafer or wafers that have been processed through a system along
with or directly before the actual product wafers - this is a lot monitor.
3. Processing wafers that are not associated with a specific lot but which give
information on how the machine is performing - these are called machine quality
checks or MQCs.
All three of these checks add cycle time to the manufacturing process. The lot monitors
and MQCs use valuable machine time and consume material that could be used to make
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product. Lot monitors and MQCs use either virgin or reclaimed wafers. Virgin wafers
come directly from silicon wafer manufacturers, never having been used in a fab. The
reclaimed wafers are previously used monitors that have been stripped and cleaned. The
actual reclaiming of the wafer is done either internally or by an external vendor. The
benefit of a reclaimed wafer is that the cost, $10 a piece, is about a third of the cost of a
virgin monitor.
In ranking these three different tests in terms of cost benefits, product wafer tests would
be the best. If all tests were done on product, this would eliminate the need for monitors
and consequently the organization and costs of ordering, distributing, using, and
reclaiming monitors. Product testing allows equipment to process more product. It also
releases space within the clean room that was previously occupied by monitors. A
drawback of product wafers is that typically they are performed on every lot that passes
through a process, even if that process is shown to be very stable. A benefit of this is that
specific information about each lot is obtained. This assists greatly in troubleshooting
processes, especially in development. But, for stable processes, using a sampling plan to
verify performance could be appropriate. This would help lower cycle time and assist in
reducing load on the metrology equipment - a sometimes overlooked adder to cycle time
due to large queuing time.
Unfortunately, in Fab4 and in the industry in general, it is not possible to do all testing
on product wafers. Some tests might be physically damaging and others not reliable
enough to get the information needed. This necessitates the need for monitors. So the
question arises as how to choose between lot monitors and MQCs. Lot monitors provide
the advantage of providing data specific to a lot. Just as with product testing, lot
monitors give very good information on the process that the product was exposed to, and
are valuable for troubleshooting. Additionally, this type of information is often used to
reset machine parameters for the next lot. Typically, little extra time is used to process an
additional wafer with a lot and in batch type processes, no extra time is added. The
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drawback to lot monitors is that as wafer starts are increased, so are the number of lot
monitors used.
If an MQC is time based, such as run every 24 hours, it is not affected by the increase in
wafer starts. If the system that is being tested has a very stable process that does not vary
from lot to lot, then an MQC could be the best alternative. The other benefit is that the
MQC can be used to test the different processes that are occurring within the modules of
the cluster tools. Lot monitor evaluations cannot always provide adequate information
about the different processes occurring in a cluster tool. Drawbacks of MQCs are that
they do impact machine availability and use more operator time than lot monitors. The
equipment and wafers must be setup specifically to run MQCs, whereas adding an extra
wafer to a lot does not.
The use and abuse of both lot monitors and MQCs can have a dramatic effect on the costs
of wafer manufacturing. The number of monitors used per week as compared to wafer
starts of product per week is an important metric in viewing cost competitive
performance. As of December 1995, Fab4 is close to using a little over 3 monitors (lot
and MQC) for each wafer it starts on the production line. This is very close to industry
standards. The improvement in this number has been dramatic over the past year, when it
stood at close to 8. This change has occurred via two different approaches. Overall
wafer starts have almost doubled while at the same time usage of monitors has declined.
Additional cost savings have been realized by transitioning many of the tests from virgin
wafers to reclaimed wafers. In December of 1994 the ratio was 70/30, virgins vs.
reclaims. In December of 1995 it stands closer to 50/50. 9
9 Conversation with Dave Enman, Fab4 Production Supervisor, held on December 5, 1995.
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3.5 An Example of Flexible Equipment Configuration
Cluster tools in Fab4 are primarily used for depositing the various metal and dielectric
layers built above the transistors and surface of the wafer. An example of one of these
tools is the Metal Deposition Tool sputtering system (MDT). The five MDTs within
Fab4 have two basic configurations as shown in Figure 3-3. This represents the use of
the four chambers and the loading area within each MDT. A maximum of five wafers
can be inside at any one time. All wafers enter and exit the interior of the machine
through the Load Lock. No actual processing is done here. When the wafer enters into
the Load Lock area, it is placed in a holder where it resides until all processing has been
completed. While in this holder it passes through each chamber in a sequential,
clockwise fashion. To get back to the Load Lock a wafer must pass through each
chamber. This does not mean that processing will occur on the wafer in each chamber.
Activation of the chamber process depends upon whether or not the wafer needs to be
coated with the material installed in that chamber. To optimally use this system it would
be necessary to configure it such that the wafer is physically worked on in each chamber
and only needs to pass through the system once. This would be exactly how the high
volume manufacturer would use the machine.
Digital's use is more complex. Configuration 1 on MDTs 1,2 & 4 can be used to run one
of ten different steps in the route to make an Alpha® Microprocessor. Configuration 2
can be used on nine. Also, for certain steps used on a particular configuration the wafer
must make multiple passes through the machine. At the MDTs measuring actual product
wafers is not done. Process integrity is performed via lot monitors and MQCs. For each
step within the process that a MDT completes, over twice as much information is
required to be collected and entered on the computer as there is for each step on average
in Digital's process. Additionally, when it comes to verifying the MDTs ability to run
quality product, over ten percent of the available machine time is dedicated to MQCs
exclusively.
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Configuration 1: MDTs 1, 2 & 4 Configuration 2: MDTs 3 & 5
Figure 3-3: Metal Deposition Tool Configurations
3.6 Conclusion
The many and varied circumstances of Fab4's evolution into a cost competitive supplier
of merchant semiconductor chips provide a rich environment for problem identification
and solution generation. Knowing the problems of the low volume manufacturer assists
in giving direction to cost cutting efforts and into focusing resources to finding smarter
ways to operate equipment. Therefore, costs comparable to those of a high volume
manufacturer can be achieved.
The three cases that follow can be viewed from a prescriptive perspective. They provide a
starting point from which Fab4 can begin to understand and realize the benefits from
leveraging their current knowledge about a process as embodied by the data that has been
collected; then direct this towards redefining what is value-added and what is not. By
doing this Fab4 can continue to move toward becoming a cost competitive supplier of
chips to external customers.
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4. Reducing Machine Quality Checks in an Aluminum
Deposition Process
During the production of a complex semiconductor chip such as the Alpha®
Microprocessor there are many steps that use the same machine to perform similar
operations. Presently, these steps are checked individually to ensure that the machine can
properly perform the designated task. Optimally, it would be more efficient to make one
observation and then predict the results for the others. In this chapter, we present a case
study for a reduction in the number of machine quality checks conducted on a metal
deposition process.
4.1 Introduction
Digital's most advanced CMOS process in Fab4 includes four layers of aluminum
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Figure 4-1: Metal, Dielectric and Plug Configuration
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dielectric (insulating) layers. Connections between the metal layers are made by vias cut
through the dielectrics and filled with Tungsten.
The stacking of these layers or thin films has become more and more important in the
development of advanced semiconductor devices. This is because speed and reliability
are more greatly influenced by the diminishing widths of the metal lines, and the
distances that separate them from each other in a layer and between layers. One of the
tasks for the Metal Deposition Tool machines (MDTs) is to deposit the aluminum for
these layers. To ensure that the machines are operating properly and that settings on the
machines are correctly configured, many different types of tests are completed. These
tests are done both through lot monitors and MQCs.
MQC data that is collected on a daily basis includes the sheet resistance measurement and
corresponding uniformity check. These measurements are done for each metal layer. In
the CMOS process the Metal 3 and Metal 4 layers have the same aluminum thickness.
This is why even though there are four different metal layers, there are only three
different MQCs used to measure sheet resistance . The proposition considered here is
that only one of these MQCs needs to be run in order to characterize the performance of
the machine in general. Running all three MQCs is a redundant check that is not required
and which does not add value to the product. This chapter explains the steps taken to
build the case to share machine quality checks. It begins by characterizing the
metalization process by describing the tests presently being done. It then discusses the
failure of these tests at providing a means for estimating sheet resistances from layer to
layer. Finally, a model to compensate for the differences between layers is developed;
this model's subsequent testing and implementation is then evaluated.
In the remainder of this paper a Metal 3 MQC refers to a check on Metal 3 and Metal 4 aluminum properties during a
machine quality check.
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4.2 Verifying Expected Performance of the Equipment
Sheet resistance, Rs, is used as a substitute check for the thickness of the aluminum being
deposited. It is used in place of a thickness check because the measurement is easier and
less costly to perform. To make a thickness check, the MQC wafer is partially covered
with a piece of tape and processed through an etch step. The metal underneath the tape is
left intact while the metal that is not covered is stripped away. Then, the height of the
ledge from the top of the metal that was covered by the tape down to the MQC silicon
surface is measured. This etch process is an extra step that takes considerable time to
perform. This not only keeps the MDT from returning to operation, but it also uses
valuable processing time at an etching tool. For Rs the MQC can go directly to the
metrology tool thus reducing cycle time. Sheet resistance is a function of the resistivity
of the film being deposited and its thickness, where resistivity and thickness are measured
in Ohms-cm and cm respectively. R, is a measure of Ohms per square such that a metal
line can be divided into a total number of squares, then multiplied by Rs to give the
resistance of the line.'l
Rs = p / T Where p = resistivity (Equation 4-1)
T = Thickness
Before beginning an analysis of the sheet resistance data itself, it is important to test that
equation 4-1 holds true for the MDT machines (that is, to check that a consistent
resistivity results from the deposition). Although not collected on a daily basis, thickness
measurements and their corresponding sheet resistances are collected whenever a new
aluminum target is installed in an MDT. Typically, this occurs whenever an old target
has exceeded 575KWH of operation. This information is stored and available within a
program called SPCView*. Using Microsoft Excel linear regressions were run for each
to Murarka, Shyam P., Metallization: Theory and Practice for VLSI and ULSI, Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann, p.41, 1993.
SPCView is an internally developed program at Digital Semiconductor used to store and display information for Statistical
Process Control purposes.
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machine; R, as the independent value (y-value) and the inverse of thickness as the
dependent value (x-value). The results of these regressions are included in the table
below. Details of both the data and regression results are found in Appendix 1.
MDT.1
Coetficient andard brr t Stat
Intercept -0.03547 0.434491 -0.08164
X Variable 304801.2 7036.869 43.31488
M1I1 I .2
Coeftticient andard Err t Stat
Intercept -0.19569 0.244883 -0.79911
X Variable 301772.7 3888.627 77.60393
MUI .3
Coefficient andard -rr t Stat
Intercept 0.220338 0.285572 0.771567
X Variable 296011.8 4524.597 65.4228
M1UI .4
(oetticient andard E-rr t Stat
Intercept -0.04737 0.246811 -0.19194
X Variable 299846 3901.159 76.86074
M U . 5
Coefficient andard Lrr t Stat
Intercept 0.113103 0.316832 0.35698
X Variable 295259.7 5676.157 52.01755
Table 4-1: MDT Sheet Resistance vs. Thickness Regression Results
In all five cases the t-statistics provide strong evidence of the validity of Equation 4-1. In
Table 4-1, the X Variable 1 stands for the slope or p-value of the regression equation, in
this case an estimate of p (Equation 4-1). All five p estimates are within one standard
deviation of the expected value of 300,000 kohms-angstrom (= 3.0 ohms-cm).
Additionally, the t-statistics for each intercept show that an intercept estimate or ca-value
for each regression includes 0 within each regressions' 95% confidence intervals; thus the
hypothesis that the intercept = 0 cannot be rejected.
These results indicate the machines are performing as expected and the sheet resistance
measurements are a good measure of the thickness deposited by the machines. Because
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the data used to run these regressions is not normally distributed, confidence and
prediction limits cannot be accurately calculated. There are clumps of localized data
points due to the process being targeted at certain thicknesses for the different layers
(Figure 4-2). This lack of normality in the data does not negate the effectiveness of the
regressions. Using the residuals as an estimate of the natural process noise or e-value of
the regression, a plotting of the residuals does show normality. These results are located
in Appendix 1. Another important point to note here is that p can be treated as a constant
value. It does not drift with time, it is the same across all aluminum film deposition
processes (M -M3), and it does not vary between MDTs.
MDT.4 Sheet Resistance vs l/Thickness
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Figure 4-2: MDT.4 Sheet Resistance vs. 1/Thickness Graph
4.3 Regression Analysis on Historical Data
As stated above, the sheet resistance MQCs are run in order to check that the MDTs are
depositing the correct thickness of aluminum for each specified layer. Including checks
for all different layer thicknesses implies that there is not a strong commonality between
how the machine is being operated to sputter the different films. In reality this is not true.
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The deposition of aluminum always occurs in the same chamber for a particular machine.
The difference between layers is the combination of steps used to create the full stack of
aluminum. Each layer is composed of several aluminum depositions; each deposition
step lasts for a set period of time at a particular RF power. Although the arrangement of
these steps is unique to each layer, the underlying physics of the sputtering process is not.
Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that by checking a single sheet resistance, one can
have a strong indication as to the thicknesses of other layers without having to check
them also.
The benefits of reducing MQCs are two-fold.
1. The availability of the machine to run product wafers rises.
2. Costs savings due to using fewer monitors can be achieved.
The first step to realizing some of these gains is to find clear numerical relationships
between the sheet resistances of the various layers. Because the MQCs are run on a daily
basis, there is a tremendous amount of data available. From this data linear regressions
were run. In setting up the regressions, the sheet resistance values from one particular
MQC were used as the dependent variable (x-value) and the values from another used as
the independent (y-value). Included in Table 4-2 below are the R2 results of these
regressions. The circled value is the R2 result using a list of MDT. I's Metal 2 and Metal
1 sheet resistance values as the x and y variables respectively in a linear regression. R2 is
used as indication of the proportional improvement a regression equation, as described by
y = ca + Px, makes over a horizontal line described by y=C, where C is the mean of the y
values used in the regression. It is often used as a measure of the "goodness of fit" of the
regression line in capturing the relationship between the parameters for which the
regression was run. A value close to 1 means the regression describes the relationship





Table 4-2: R2 Results from Actual Sheet Resistance Regressions
Where R2 breaks down as a good indicator is when the relationship being regressed
actually is constant. In the MDT case the supposition is that as sheet resistances rise for
one metal layer, they will rise for the others. This means the slope of the regression will
not be equal to 0. Thus, using R2 as a first level indication in evaluating the regressions is
valid. Details of both the data and regression results can be found in Appendix 1. As can
be seen from Table 4-2, the results are not very encouraging. The R2 values do not
suggest with confidence that the regression equations accurately capture the relationship
between the sheet resistance of one metal layer based on another. This is a disturbing
finding considering these MQCs are run through each MDT one right after another,
suggesting changes in machine performance can take place very quickly between
individual wafers.
4.4 Searching for Causes of Failure in Historical Data Regressions
Because the regressions for verifying equation 4-1 were so good, it is hard to believe
there is a dramatic change in machine performance between individual wafers when
machine performance does not appear to be changing dramatically over time and over
different aluminum targets. Targets are changed roughly every two to three weeks.
Therefore, an examination of other possible causes is needed. What became evident in
looking at the data was an inconsistent setting of deposition times between the different




















To understand this, one must first understand the dynamic relationship between
deposition time and sheet resistance over the life of a target. As a target ages in terms of
its usage, as measured by kilowatt hours (KWH), the deposition rate of aluminum on the
wafer produced by the sputtering process decreases, assuming both the RF power and
length of deposition remain constant. This is because as the sputtering process proceeds
it removes aluminum from the surface of the target, thus making the target thinner. The
result is that the target surface is a greater distance from the wafer to be coated. This
greater distance results in a lower deposition rate since the aluminum sputtered from the
surface of the target must travel farther and has less chance of making it to the wafer. The
result of the lower deposition rate is a thinner film and a higher sheet resistance. Because
of this, there is a natural upward trend over time of the sheet resistance values. Nothing
is done to increase deposition time until either an MQC measurement or a lot monitor










As Al is sputtered, this distance grows thus
making it more difficult for Al to reach the
wafer
Figure 4-3: Sputtering System Operation
If the aluminum target has not been installed for more than a specified number of KWHs,
there are two actions that can be taken to compensate for the thinner target.
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1. The RF power can be increased, thus causing more Argon atoms to become ionized
resulting in more aluminum being sputtered from the target. (Restore Deposition
Rate)
2. The deposition time can be increased thus allowing more time for additional
aluminum to actually land on the wafer. (Restore Total Deposited Thickness)
Digital uses a combination of both of these approaches to keep the sheet resistance
measurement within the designated limits of its control charts. Previously, the RF power
was held constant and only the deposition time was changed, but this resulted in 13 to 14
time changes per life of each target. To change the deposition times required downtime of
the machine during which the machine was not available to run product. To begin to
alleviate this problem, Digital implemented a software change to the machines that
increased the RF power as a function of the KWH of the target. This had tremendous
results and decreased needed time changes to 3 to 4 times per target lifetime.
Time of Time of
Deposition Deposition
182 sec. 178 sec.Metal 3
......................
136 sec.





118 sec. Metal 1
......................
122 sec.
Figure 4-4: Dichotomy between Different Sheet Resistance Measurements
Still, these time changes are not being done in a consistent fashion. If one views the
deposition times for two different targets on the same machine at a common point in their
lifetimes, the deposition times for the different layers are almost surely to be different.
Both sets of times will produce sheet resistances within the specified limits, but the
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relationship between the sheet resistances for the three MQCs will be different due to the
ratio of the thicknesses of the layers being different (Figure 4-4).
4.5 Regression Analysis on Normalized Data
It is the inconsistent setting of deposition times across targets resulting in thickness
differences that are causing the problems in the correlations of the sheet resistances.
Although this is causing the thicknesses to vary at the most by hundreds of angstroms,
these differences are causing variations in the relationships between the MQCs measured
on different targets within the same pieces of equipment. In trying to remove this
deterministic error from affecting the correlations, it was supposed that by normalizing
each sheet resistance data point to a standard deposition time, better correlations could be
found.
To accomplish this normalization two assumptions will be used. The first is that the Rs
relationship between thickness and resistivity described and proven earlier does in fact
hold true across the life of a target, that is p is constant. At present, thickness and
corresponding sheet resistance measurements are only taken when a target is newly
installed. The second assumption is that the deposition rate for the final deposition step
in the building of each aluminum layer holds a constant value. This assumes that the
software change to the MDTs that increases the RF power as a function of the KWH of
the target successfully compensates for deposition rate drift. With these two
assumptions, the major source of variance within our regressions becomes the
inconsistent deposition time settings. By eliminating this variance, the regressions
between different metal layer sheet resistance values will be more effective.
One note of concern is that the second assumption is known to be false. If the deposition
rate never changed, there would never be a need for deposition time adjustments. The
machines would be set at a predetermined time and then the variations would only be
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those associated with the process. A reason for including the no drift in deposition rate
proposition as an assumption is the underlying belief that the failure of our regressions to
accurately capture the relationship between metal layer sheet resistance values is due
primarily to inconsistent time settings versus that of drift in deposition rate.
The basic idea behind the normalized sheet resistance measurement is: aluminum
thickness can be added or subtracted based on whether or not the present deposition time
is less than or greater than a chosen standard deposition time (Equation 4-2).
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i if the Standard Deposition Time had
Ti = Estimated Thickness for Run i
AT = Expected Thickness








Deposition Time on ith Run
Standard Deposition Time
Rsi = Measured Sheet Resistance
for Run i
p / [ (p / Rs ) - D ( ti - tstd ) ] (Equation 4-2)
The standard deposition times were chosen based on a survey of historical data. They
represent the minimum deposition time setting found for each machine for each particular
layer. The minimum was chosen such that in general a calculation of a normalized sheet
resistance will entail subtracting thickness due to a greater deposition time. Using these
standardized times, the data previously used was normalized and then the regressions
were rerun. The new R2 results of these regressions are given in Table 4-3 below.
If,
AT= D( ti - tstd)

















Table 4-3: R2 Results from Normalized Sheet Resistance Regressions
These results show a marked improvement over the previous ones. It can now be said
that models for predicting the sheet resistances of various layers based on a single
measurement can be created. These regressions validate the assumptions made at the
beginning of this section: a majority of the variation between layers can be explained by
the inconsistent setting of deposition times and not by the changing deposition rates.
These regressions could be further refined by accounting for the change in deposition
rates over the life of the target, but as will be seen in the next section, the new regression
equations are quite accurate for practical use within the fab.
4.6 Development of Control Scheme
To leverage the relationships determined above, the following control scheme was
developed.
1. Using Metal 3 as the MQC of choice, estimate Metal 3 normalized sheet resistance
based upon the actual measured value and present deposition time.
2. Using the regression results, calculate Metal 1 and Metal 2 normalized sheet
resistances.
3. From Metal 1 and Metal 2 normalized sheet resistances, calculate estimates for their











In reality, any of the three metal layers could have been chosen as the MQC of choice.
But by qualitatively looking at the control charts for all three metal measurements across
the five machines, it appeared as if the Metal 3 sheet resistance measurements had the
least amount of variation. That is, they tended to trend upward in a very consistent
manner. Metal 1 and Metal 2 measurements seemed to have a greater tendency to rise
and fall as they trended upward. That is the most recent measurement on Metal 1 and
Metal 2 was not necessarily the larger even though there was an upward trend, where as
on Metal 3 it tended to be. Using the most stable of the measurements helps limit the
error that will be incorporated into the estimates. Although there is a test to accurately
compare the standard deviations and determine which metal layer exhibits the greatest
variation, a more practical consideration came into play. Once a week a reflectance
measurement is done in order to check for leaks in the system, specifically for oxygen.
Oxygen in the system can cause metal oxide to grow (corrosion) or SiO 2 to grow. These
can affect conductivity or change etch rates." The process engineer preferred doing this
on the Metal 3 MQC because this was considered the most accurate. Therefore, Metal 3
MQC became the MQC of choice.
Although statistically the regression equations were shown to be accurate, there was still
hesitation to fully implement a reduction in the MQCs without first testing the system.
This was easy to do since the procedures were still in place to run three MQCs every day.
All that was needed to accomplish the testing was to compare Metal 1 and Metal 2 actual
sheet resistances against those estimated by using actual Metal 3 measurements. In
Figure 4-5 are box plots that display the results of the differences between the estimated
measurements and the actuals. Details of these comparisons are in Appendix 1.
n Digital Equipment Corporation CMOS Overview Course given in June 1995.
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Figure 4-5: Results of Differences between Estimates and Actual Sheet Resistance
Measurements using M3 as the MQC of Choice
These results were seen to be very encouraging and based on them the process engineer
responsible for the MDTs wanted to proceed with the MQC reduction. Before doing this,
however, it was determined that the results of the regression analysis could be taken a
step further. Because the equations use deposition time as one of the variables, it was
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now possible to estimate a deposition time for a desired sheet resistance value based upon
its present deposition time and measured sheet resistance.
The idea behind this approach is: sheet resistance is known to trend upward due to the
decreased deposition rate within the system even though the RF power is being increased.
To compensate, time is added to the length of the deposition. It has been proven that the
sheet resistance at the standard time can be accurately estimated through the procedure
outlined above. In fact, there is nothing magical about the standard times selected.
Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the procedure will work for a large range of
times around the standard times, assuming that the proportional relationship between R,
and the inverse of thickness holds. That is, for any deposition time an accurate estimate
of sheet resistance can be calculated. Turning this around, it can then be said that given a
particular sheet resistance value, the equations will give an accurate estimate of the
deposition time needed to achieve it. The procedure for doing this is as follows.
1. Using Metal 3 as the MQC of choice, estimate Metal 3 normalized sheet resistance
based upon the actual measured value and present deposition time.
2. Using the regression results, calculate Metal 1 and Metal 2 normalized sheet
resistances.
3. To determine new deposition times:
* For Metal 3, use the measured sheet resistance and present deposition time to
determine the needed deposition time.
* For Metal 1 and Metal 2 use the normalized sheet resistance values and their
associated standard deposition times to determine the needed deposition times
for these layers.
These new equations can be found in Appendix 1. Previously, there was no systematic
method of setting deposition times. The engineers responsible for setting new deposition
times based their changes on intuition and rules-of-thumb. The original regression
analysis showed this as well. What this system now allows is a consistent methodology
for setting deposition times. The power in this is not necessarily for the engineers, but it
enables the process for setting the new times to be done by new employees or the
operators of the equipment itself.
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Still, the equations themselves are very cumbersome. If every time a change needed to be
made required the hand calculation of these equations, they would eventually never be
used. The fallback position would be a return to the intuitive system. To overcome this
and to test the effectiveness of the procedure, charts for setting the times were distributed.
Examples of charts for each system can be found in Appendix 1* . Even the charts
themselves are very ineffective. They are limited by both present deposition time and
present sheet resistance measurement. To include all the possible combinations would
create an extremely large document. The obvious answer to this was to computerize the
model.** The resultant decision tree is providing the necessary format for proper
implementation of this procedure such that it will not only be used now, but also in the
future.
In reality, each aluminum metal layer is composed of a series of depositions steps
performed at different RF powers, each one associated with a different deposition rate.
When Digital makes time adjustments, changes are only made to the deposition time of
the last step. It is the average deposition rate of this step that is included in the equations
for this chapter. An area of improvement for the model presented in this chapter could be
the inclusion of changes in deposition rates as the target ages. The challenge is that
modeling these changes requires more information than is now available through the
present tests'being done. Experiments would need to be performed in order to determine
how the deposition rates per the different steps change as the kilo-watt hours per target
increase. If this were done, it would be possible to use "run-by-run control." This is a
system that allows adjustments to be made on a step-by-step basis as data becomes
available and is tuned so as not to over-react to noise in the system.12
The charts in Appendix 1 use Metal 1 as the MQC of choice. Originally, Metal 1 was going to be used but eventually Metal
3 was used. This decision was made as the equations were coded into the computer.
. Shawn Lambert, LFM'96, built the computer model using a product called DECTree. This is an internally created Digital
software package for creating decision trees. For greater detail on the issues surrounding the implementation of decision
trees, see his Master's Thesis, "The Use of Decision Trees to Empower Production Technicians to Troubleshoot Routine
Process and Equipment Problems."
12 Moyne, William P., "Run by Run Control: Interfaces, Implementation, and Integration," Masters Thesis, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, MIT, Feb. 1994.
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4.7 Other Concerns Limit Full Application of MQC Reduction
In order to get the greatest MQC reduction from this model it was suggested that all daily
sheet resistance MQCs be eliminated, even the Metal 3. This is because every aluminum
lot has an associated monitor run with it and upon which a sheet resistance measurement
is taken. There would not be much risk in eliminating the daily sheet resistance checks.
The running of a Metal 3 MQC and subsequent changes for deposition times would only
be triggered by an out of control situation flagged by a lot monitor.
A natural question is why not use the lot monitor information to set the deposition times.
The answer is that the lot monitor and the MQC are not exactly the same. The lot
monitor receives Metal Film No.1 under and over layers, just as the product wafers do.
The MQC does not. Additionally, the data to correlate the sheet resistances between lot
monitors does not exist. This is because there are no instances where lot monitors for
different metal layers are run one right after the other. Even if a Metal 2 lot comes right
after a Metal 1 lot, the two monitors are still separated by 24 product wafers. And with
the number of different process steps for which these machines can be used and the large
number of lots in the system, the chances of finding different metal lots coming one right
after another is low. This is why the effort has been placed on first reducing the MQCs.
Still, the lot monitors are similar enough to the MQCs, such that they can effectively
trigger the MQC.
Although the reduction in MQCs on a daily basis has been well received, the move to use
them only when indicated by the lot monitor has not been agreed upon. The reason for
this is that another process change, unrelated to deposition times, is being investigated.
The investigation is focusing on the base pressure the individual chambers within the
MDTs need to maintain before processing can begin. Because the MDTs are having
trouble reaching their present base pressure, this is causing increased down time. It is
being suggested this limit be raised slightly, but this is causing concerns within the
quality group. There would be a greater possibility of leaks into the system, again
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specifically oxygen, thus causing reliability problems. This is so dangerous because the
product might test fine in the factory and then fail in the field at a customer site. As
noted previously in section 4.6, the test for leaks is a reflectance test. The agreement
made was that if the base pressure limit is raised, then reflectance checks, which are now
done weekly, must be done daily. This is why a daily MQC is needed and cannot be
totally eliminated at this time.
4.8 Analysis of Options
The introduction of another CMOS process to Fab4 has created an additional sheet
resistance MQC. Although this additional process consists of three metal layers, the third
layer is different from that of the present Metal 3. This is why four daily sheet resistance
checks are now presently being done instead of just the three originally investigated.
Below are listed three different scenarios for how Digital could ultimately use the work
presented in this chapter.
Scenario 1: The present system is left in place where four aluminum MQCs are run to
measure sheet resistance for Metal 1, Metal 2, Metal 3 and CMOS4 Metal
3.
Scenario 2: The MQC reduction plan is implemented partially such that a Metal 3
MQC is run daily.
Scenario 3: The full MQC plan is implemented such that a Metal 3 MQC is run only
when indicated by a lot monitor.
All three scenarios include the assumption that all four MQCs are run at a target change.
The number of wafers used each year and their associated cost are given in the table
below. The costs represent a value of $10.00 for each MQC wafer used. This cost is
based upon using a reclaimed wafer for the MQC as opposed to a virgin(new) wafer from
a supplier worth $30.00. For an aluminum sheet resistance MQC, a reclaimed wafer is a
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previously used monitor wafer that has been cleaned and coated with a silicon dioxide
layer within Fab4.
Scenario Five Machines Six Machines
MQC Cost of MQC Cost of
Wafers Wafers Wafers Wafers
Used Used Used Used
1 7300 $73,000 8760 $87,600
2 2210 $22,100 2652 $26,520
3 910 $9,000 1092 $10,920




Table 4-4: Cost Comparison of Scenario Choices
The assumptions used in the above table are the following:
1. When full volume is reached there will be on average two weeks between target
changes.
2. Over the two-week lifetime of a target, there will be on average three time changes.
If the complete Scenario 3 is implemented, this will lead to 910 MQCs being run in a
year across five machines, 1092 if a sixth machine is purchased. This comes close to a
90% reduction in MQC usage on the MDTs for measuring aluminum sheet resistance and
a savings of $63,900 per year, $76,680 per year for six machines, for each year that Fab4
continues to operate.
More importantly is the increased availability for producing wafers that this creates.
Assuming an average of one hour to process and check the daily MQCs, over the two
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week lifetime of a target, this frees up 10 days where MQCs are not run. This is 10 hours
out of a total of 336, thus increasing availability of each machine by over 3%.
The reason the sixth machine is included in this analysis is that Digital is considering
purchasing another MDT in order to meet its projected wafer starts. Using the historical
availabilities of the MDTs, it is considered necessary to add another machine in order for
the MDTs to meet their projected demand. But, if the extra demand required is less than
15% (5 x 3%) of the present capacity of the five machines Digital now has, the
implementation of the above MQC reduction could save Digital from the need of having
to buy a sixth machine. Considering the cost of a new MDT is over a $1 million , the
opportunity cost of not eliminating MQCs is tremendous.
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5. Analysis of a Particle Checking Scheme
The demon to destroy in all fabs is the introduction of unwanted particles into the
production process. To ensure this does not happen, many tests are completed. The
question is, when is this testing too much such that valuable processing time or cycle time
is wasted, showing little gain in quality of the product? To investigate this, two particle
checks on the metal deposition tools are evaluated. These tests are done as a machine
test, independent of product being processed, and as a test whenever Metal Film No.1
(MF 1) is being deposited on product wafers. This redundancy adds costs and uses
valuable machine time. An analysis of eliminating this duplication of effort is presented
here.
5.1 Introduction
As the geometries to fabricate semiconductor devices get smaller in size, the need to
control unwanted particles within the processing environment becomes more important.
Because geometries are shrinking, it is possible for particles that were not previously
dangerous to become device killers. Compounding this problem is that as critical device
dimensions are getting smaller, the number of transistors used to make each product is
growing. Each chip occupies a greater area on the wafer than in previous generations.
Device killing particles thus have a greater impact on overall yields, assuming the same
number of particles per square area remains unchanged.
To combat this, elaborate filtering systems and stringent procedures are created to
eliminate as much debris as possible from the atmosphere within the fab. The level of
defects per square area must be decreased. Fab4, at Hudson, is a Class 10 facility. This
means that within any cubic foot of open space within the fab there are only 10 particles
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with dimensions greater than 0.5 microns. The next generation of Alpha®
microprocessors are being developed in Fab6, a Class 1 facility.
Although a fab has a Class 10 rating, this does not mean that manufacturing can proceed
without further monitoring and testing for particles. Almost every process step and piece
of equipment through which a wafer moves during its time within the fab is closely
watched. Limits for acceptable particle levels are created and monitored via statistical
process control charts. Particle tests are done on product wafers and monitors. The
product tests typically look for defects on the product itself. Defects can include
particles, but also check for abnormalities in the processing itself. Defects are primarily
located in two ways. One procedure is to compare an area of the wafer to what is
expected to be there and note any deviations. The second is to compare one die to
another on the same wafer in order to note any differences.
When strictly looking for particles, monitor wafers are used. These can either be lot
monitors or MQCs associated with a particular piece of equipment. In testing for
particles, a pre-reading of particles on the monitor is taken. Then once the monitor has
been processed through the equipment, a post-reading is taken. The difference between
these gives the particles added to the wafer. Often it is difficult to explain the physical
premise of the effect of particles at certain process steps, but empirical relationships
between particle levels and speed / yield results are witnessed. In order to deal with this,
the mentality that all particles must be eliminated develops. Often, this leads to practices
being put in place that could have limited effect on ultimate chip yield or speed of the
product. The result of this could be operator and equipment time spent on over testing,
wastage of material, and machines brought off line for repair with limited effectiveness.
This chapter will again focus on the Metal Deposition Tool sputtering systems (MDTs).
In testing these systems for particles both lot monitors and MQCs are used. Additionally,
a strong dependence between yield and the particle levels associated with the Metal Film
No.1 seed layer has been observed. This layer is deposited over the contact holes before
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the tungsten plugs are deposited. Also, as noted previously, the MDTs are one of the
bottleneck toolsets in meeting future wafer start goals. The combination of these factors
makes the MDTs an ideal place to analyze the particle monitoring scheme in order to
determine a more optimal plan. This plan will capture the critical levels of allowable
particles while obtaining more up-time for the equipment.
5.2 MDT Particle Checks
There are two types of particle checks performed on the MDTs. One is called the MF1P
and the other a WALK. Originally, only the WALK check was performed on this
equipment. This check steps a monitor wafer through the Load Lock and each individual
chamber of the machine. No processing takes place and no gases are flowed during this
time. In fact, the individual chambers are not even sealed and depressurized during this
procedure. The idea is to determine if the atmosphere within the equipment is dirty. If it
is, the machine is taken out of service and the cause for the particles investigated and
fixed. This check primarily finds either mechanical problems caused by the rubbing of
moving wafer handling parts or the existence of unwanted material within the system
such as pieces of previously broken wafers generating particles. This check is executed
as part of an MQC called the Burn-In procedure and is typically done in conjunction with
the MF 1P check.
The MF 1P check was implemented to capture a different type of particle from that of the
WALK. It is concerned with chunky particles larger than those being tested for in the
WALK. These particles are not caused by the same problems as the WALK, but are a
result of the material that is being deposited on the wafers by the system. Not all the
Metal Film No. 1, Metal Film No.2 and Metal Film No.3 that is sputtered from the targets
ends up on the wafers. It builds up on the equipment itself such as the wafer handling
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parts, shielding inside the chamber and gas entry and exhaust ports. The result is that this
material over time will start to flake off as large particles.
The reason it is called MF 1 P is not because of the predominance of Metal Film No. 1
particles. It is because of the relationship between large, flake-like particles being present
during Metal Film No.1 deposition at the contact seed layer. Because of this relationship,
the MF1P check is done not only as an MQC during the Bum-In, it is also done as a lot
monitor during the five process steps during which only Metal Film No. 1 is deposited:
Local Interconnects, Poly - Metal 1 Contacts, Metal 1 - Metal 2 Contacts, Metal 2 - Metal
3 Contacts, and Metal 3 - Metal 4 Contacts.
To control particles within the MDT systems, especially the MF1P particles, a procedure
called a Bum-In is performed. In essence, a Burn-In tries to cover all the flaking material
by pasting over all the exposed equipment parts with a smooth layer of metal. Think of
this as being similar to painting over old walls that have peeling paint. Of course, one
would first sand the walls to make the paint job more effective at getting a smooth
surface. But, in the MDTs removing the flaking material would be too dirty a process.
Eventually, either via a maintenance schedule or through trouble shooting, parts that have
been installed on the MDTs for an extended period of time are replaced.
The short term fix is to continuously run Bum-Ins. The present procedure is to run a
Bum-In whenever the titanium chamber has reached 3 kilowatt hours of use or if a MF I P
check flags during one of the five process steps listed above. If either the WALK or
MF 1P measurement flags as out of control after the Bum-In, the system is typically taken
down. Sometimes the Burn-In is rerun. If successful the machine is put back up to
production status, otherwise it is taken out of service for trouble shooting.
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5.3 Analysis of MDT Particle Data
The purpose of the data analysis is to find a more efficient set of procedures for operating
the MDT equipment in terms of its particle limits. To date a tremendous amount of effort
has been put into solving particle problems that have in particular plagued MDTs 1 and 2.
Solving the particle issues is seen as a opportunity to create more machine availability.
MDT support personnel have been called in to help solve the problems. Additionally,
coming on-line is a new trouble-shooting decision tree. Its development was driven by
process engineering, but it required a collaborative effort with equipment engineering in
order to be completed. The cost of battling the particle problems is not just limited to
engineering support. Both operator time to run the Burn-Ins, the material to run the
Burn-Ins and equipment time is used in trying to manage these issues. The Bum-In
procedure itself takes approximately half an hour and consumes seven monitor wafers,
one for each particle check and one for each of the five wafer handling systems that carry
the wafers through the equipment. Also, part of the discovery in developing the decision
tree was that different people had different ideas on how to solve the particle issues. The
particle problems seem to be quite elusive and when a machine is taken out of production
status it could be hours before it returns.
Summed up, a great deal of personnel hours have been absorbed by trying to solve
particle issues associated with the MDTs with little progress shown to date. By
concentrating on the MQC results the idea is to ascertain the effectiveness of the present
Bum-In procedure.
An Out-of-Control (OOC) point is a measurement that exceeds the upper 3a control limit
as specified on the Statistical Process Control charts being used to monitor this process in
the fab (Table 5-1). In Table 5-2 are shown the percentage of Out-of-Control data points
for the MF 1P and Walk measurements made in conjunction with a Bum-In. The time
period over which these measurements were taken is also given. For MDTs 3 and 4 the
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process seems to be doing a fairly effective job at controlling particles. MDT.5 results
are marginal while systems 1 and 2 are, as expected, failing more often than desired.
Control -3c -2a -lo It +10 +20 +30
Limit
MF1P 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
WALK 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
Table 5-1: MDT MF1P and WALK 30 SPC Limits












Table 5-2: Post Burn-In MQC MF1P and WALK Out-of-Control Percentages
Since there has been great difficulty in improving these percentages, one must question
whether the limits set on the SPC charts are legitimate. It is possible that in an
enthusiasm to eliminate particles, the process is being told to meet performance targets
that at present it cannot possibly achieve. To further investigate this possibility
histograms for both MF 1P and WALK MQC data were created. Shown below in Figures
5-1 and 5-2 are the histograms for MDT. 1, where "Bin" refers to the number of particles
found on a particular test. The histograms for the remaining four machines and the data
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Figure 5-1: MDT.1 MQC MF1P Particle Histogram
Figure 5-2: MDT.1 MQC WALK Particle Histogram
As can be seen from both these histograms, neither the MF 1P nor the WALK particle
data is normally distributed. Both are heavily skewed to the left with a long tail to the
right. The large bars at the right side of each graph also indicate a significant number of
data points distant from the +30 control limits of 50 and 40 for both the MF1P and
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WALK data respectively. Although the data from all five machines span a slightly
different region when graphed this way, all machines still display the same general trend
in terms of shape. Due to the lack of normality, 3o limits defined by the standard
deviation of the data are not reliable indicators of process performance.
To overcome this a transformation of the data in order to normalize it was applied. The
shape of the data suggested using a natural log function. The first try was to take the
natural log of the actual data. Unfortunately, this did not allow the inclusion of some
important data points, namely the times when 0 particles were recorded. To get around
this the following simple addition to the transformation was included.
X = In ( 1 + particle measurement) (Equation 5-1)
Using this transformation the particle data was once again graphed in a histogram. The
results of this for MDT. 1 can be seen in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 below. Histograms for the
rest of the MDTs can be found in Appendix 2.
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Figure 5-3: MDT.1 In (MQC MF1P Particle) Histogram
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Figure 5-4: MDT.1 In (MQC WALK Particle) Histogram
For both the MF1P and WALK data, Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show that the transformation
used is reasonable to normalize the data. Now that the data has been transformed,
accurate 3a control limits can be determined. In determining the limits any outlying data
that did not fall within the normalized distribution of points on the histograms for the
transformed data was not considered in creating the new control limits. To determine an
outlying data point, the procedure shown in Figure 5-5 was implemented. IQR stands for
Inter-Quartile Range. Additionally, a 5a cutoff was employed in order to eliminate data
points associated with catastrophic failures within the equipment (i.e. broken wafers).
All points Recalculate Compute
greater than summary the new 30
5o are statistics limits.
considered without
outliers. outliers.
Figure 5-5: Procedure For Determining Outlying Data Points
The values of these new limits for both MF I P and WALK MQC data are presented in
Tables 5-3 and 5-4 that follow.
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MDT. 1 MF 1P Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -20r -lo +l0 +20 +3c
Limit
In (x+1) 0.40 1.24 2.08 2.92 3.76 4.60 5.44
(x) 0.49 2.46 7.00 17.54 41.95 98.48 229.44
Present 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
MDT.2 MF 1P Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -20 -lao +10 +2c +30
Limit
In (x+1) 0.28 1.14 2.01 2.87 3.74 4.60 5.46
(x) 0.32 2.14 6.45 16.68 40.94 98.49 235.01
Present 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
MDT.3 MF1P Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -2c -lo 9 +10 +20 +30
Limit
In (x+l) 0.91 1.55 2.19 2.83 3.47 4.11 4.75
(x) 1.48 3.71 7.94 15.95 31.14 59.95 114.58
Present 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
MDT.4 MF1P Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -20r -la r +10 +20 +30
Limit
In (x+l) -0.07 0.74 1.55 2.36 2.91 3.59 4.27
(x) =0.00 1.10 3.71 9.59 22.81 53.52 119.30
Present 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
MDT.5 MF1P Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -20 -lo +10c +20 +30
Limit
In (x+1) -0.12 0.69 1.50 2.31 3.11 3.92 4.73
(x) =0.00 0.99 3.46 9.03 21.53 49.62 112.75
Present 0.00 8.33 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00
Table 5-3: Recalculated MDT 30 SPC Limits Based on In Transform
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MDT. 1 WALK Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -3a -2c -la t +10 +2a +30
Limit
In (x+1) 0.73 1.44 2.15 2.86 3.57 4.28 4.99
(x) 1.08 3.22 7.58 16.46 34.52 71.24 145.94
Present 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
MDT.2 WALK Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -3a -2a -la 1 +c1 +2a +3a
Limit
In (x+l) 0.37 1.20 2.03 2.85 3.68 4.51 5.34
(x) 0.45 2.31 6.59 16.37 38.78 90.10 207.61
Present 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
MDT.3 WALK Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -2a -lao +la +2a +30
Limit
In (x+l) 0.51 1.21 1.91 2.61 3.31 4.01 4.71
(x) 0.67 2.35 5.75 12.60 26.39 54.15 110.05
Present 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
MDT.4 WALK Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -2a -lo j1 +10 +2a +3a
Limit
In (x+1) 0.19 0.87 1.55 2.23 2.91 3.59 4.27
(x) 0.21 1.37 3.71 8.30 17.36 35.23 70.52
Present 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
MDT.5 WALK Particle Statistical Process Control Limits
Control -30 -2a -lo 1 +1a +2a +30
Limit
In (x+1) -0.75 0.16 1.07 1.98 2.89 3.79 4.70
(x) =0.00 0.18 1.91 6.22 16.91 43.26 109.07
Present 0.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 26.67 33.33 40.00
Table 5-4: Recalculated MDT WALK 3a SPC Limits Based on In Transform
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In order to test the validity of the In(x+l) transformation the percentage of points that
exceed the presently used upper control limit is compared to the associated area beneath
each data set's normal curve, as defined by the transformed data. This area is bordered
on the left side by the transformed value of the present upper control limit and extends
outward through the right-hand side tail. See Figure 5-6.
t n Upper uControl Limit)
Area to Right of In (Present Upper
Control Limit) for which percentage
is to be determined
ftwý_
Figure 5-6: Representation of Area to right of Upper Control Limit
To calculate this area the z-value related to the present upper control limit must be
determined using Equation 5-2 below.
z=(UCL- ýi)/o (Equation 5-2)
A unique z-value must be calculated for each individual data set. Then using look-up
tables for areas under the standard normal curve from 0 to z, the percentage of area in the
tail to the right of the upper control limit was determined for each data set. 13 The results
of this work and the comparison to actual data are shown in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 below.
13 Spiegel, Murray R., Schaum's Outline Series: Theory and Problems of Statistics 2/ed, New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
Appendix II, p. 487 1994.
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Table 5-5: MDT MQC MF1P Particle Comparison
z-Value Area Under Percentage of
Normal Curve Measurements that
from z to end of Failed UCL
tail
MDT.1 1.20 11.51% 7.98%
MDT.2 0.95 17.11% 10.98%
MDT.3 1.57 5.82% 2.48%
MDT.4 2.18 1.46% 1.63%
MDT.5 2.23 1.29% 4.47%
Table 5-6: MDT MQC WALK Particle Comparison
What the above tables show is the effectiveness of using the In(x+1) transformation in
describing the occurrence of particles and in setting the control limits. Although not
perfect, there is a close correlation between the area beneath the normal curve described














5.4 Analysis of Options
The closeness of the actual and predicted values in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 does bring about a
better understanding of the process characteristics. Unfortunately, in this case as
compared to that of Chapter 4, the data does not present any clear cut plan of action. But,
it can provide a starting point for framing future investigations.
The first question to ask is if the manufacturing process is being controlled by imposing
specification limits on it instead of the process's natural 3a limits. In this case there is
great concern regarding the MF 1P particle measurements associated with the in-process
lot monitoring for the local interconnect and contact seed layer operations. These are
significantly impacted by the level of particles. There is no question that the limits used
to ensure the quality of the product should continue to be used. There is a question on
whether these same limits should be used to control and monitor the process. The data
suggests that intervention to center the process is occurring when in fact the process is not
out of control. This leads to the possibility that in "tampering" with the process,
variability in the process is greater than it should be. This is exemplified by the classic
funnel experiment as described by W. Edwards Deming in his book Out of the Crisis 4.
In the funnel experiment a marble is dropped through a funnel at a target. Based on
where the marble lands in relation to the target, one of four rules is followed.
Rule 1. Leave the funnel fixed, aimed at the target, no adjustment.
Rule 2. At drop k (k-1,2,3....) the marble will come to rest at point zk, measured from the
target. (in other words, zk, is the error at drop k.) Move the funnel the distance - zk,
from its last position. Memory 1.
Rule 3. Set the funnel over point - zk,, measured from the target. No memory.
Rule 4. Set the funnel at each drop right over the spot (zk,) where it last came to rest. No
memory.
14 Demings, W. Edwards, Out of the Crisis, Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Center for Advanced
Engineering Study, pp.3 28-329 , 1986.
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The results of each rule are as follows.
Rule 1. This is by far the best choice. It will produce a stable distribution of points with
minimum variance on any diameter drawn through the target.
Rule 2. This also produces a stable output but the expected variance of the distribution of
points along any diameter through the target will be double that of Rule 1.
Rule 3. The system will explode. The marble will move further and further away from
the target in opposite directions in a symmetrical pattern.
Rule 4. The system will explode. The marble will move further and further away from
the target in the same direction.
The funnel experiment is just being used to illustrate a point and to suggest a possible
effect the present actions are having on the control of the particles. The two machines
with the most variability, MDTs 1 and 2, are the systems where the most intervention is
occurring. This would seem to point to increased variability due to tampering. But, these
machines are in a distinctly separate area of the fab from the other three, they tend to run
a different combination of product through them, concentrating primarily on depositing
Metal Film No.1 and cobalt and the machines are older in design than two of the other
three. These factors or a combination of these factors and the tampering could be why
there is increased variability at MDTs 1 and 2.
In trying to move towards a best practice in particle control on the MDTs, there are two
experiments .that can be tested. Both are ways in trying to reduce interfering with the
process while it is in control. The first tries to determine the effectiveness of the present
Burn-In procedure. One-way to do this, as suggested by process engineering, would be to
increase the time limit between Bum-Ins as indicated by the kilowatt hours in running the
titanium chamber. The suggested increase would be from 3 kilowatt hours to 6 kilowatt
hours. The theory is that this will decrease by half the number of Bum-Ins completed and
thus limit interference in the system.
The second experiment would be to increase the control limits that trigger trouble
shooting of the system. The question to be answered is what happens if no action is taken
after a measurement breaks the old limit, but is still within the new limit? The suggestion
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is that one more run will be used to determine if something "systematic" or "real" is
occurring to throw the system out of control or if this is just a random event within the
normal distribution. Paying close attention to any time trends on the control charts will
be very useful in determining this. This will help test the hypothesis that the present 3a
control limits are too restrictive. This does not mean that lots that do break the "quality"
limit for particles should not be noted for extra attention or inspection. Another effect of
this is that trouble shooting might be better targeted. Trouble shooting a system that has
failed the present upper control limit could mean that the equipment is coming out of
service unnecessarily. This could be what has led to the elusive nature of particle
problems and which has manifested itself in the many different philosophies in how to
solve them. Widening the present particle limits will help focus improvement on those
problems that are truly causing the large deviations.
These tests should be implemented separately and on only one machine at a time. This
will keep the results from the different procedures from being confounded. Although
maybe not providing the ultimate solution, these tests will work to further the knowledge
about what can be done to improve particle control while at the same time increasing
equipment availability.
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6. Determining Viability for Kth Lot Sampling
This chapter builds a system for investigating the usefulness of moving to a systematic
sampling plan; i.e. inspecting every kth lot that passes through an operational step. Up to
now DS has only been able to configure its manufacturing software for 100% inspection.
Anything less than 100% inspection had to be tracked off-line, creating extra work for the
operators and the possibility of missed data. A recent hire into the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing group (CIM) brought the skill and know-how to program the software to
perform and track every kth lot sampling plans. This in turn called for a system to
evaluate when and when not to implement systematic sampling and how often to sample.
This chapter builds a methodology for determining the applicability of kth lot sampling at
a particular process step and then calculating the value of k, the sampling rate.
6.1 Introduction
Where the previous two chapters concentrated on improving the availability of a
bottleneck piece of equipment, this chapter will focus on improving cycle time by
eliminating unnecessary actions from the process of making semiconductor devices.
Specifically, this will be accomplished through the development and implementation of
sampling plans in order to. reduce data collection requirements. The benefits of
measurement sampling less than 100% are threefold.
1. Time spent at a particular process step can be decreased thus leading to overall cycle
time reduction.
2. The load on heavily used metrology equipment can be curtailed. This will help lessen
queue time spent by lots at other process steps using the same metrology equipment,
leading to reduced cycle time.
3. Production Technician time previously spent measuring and entering data can be
better utilized in processing material.
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Developing kth lot sampling plans is often referred to as "systematic sampling." The
description of systematic sampling is as follows. A population of data consists of N units
numbered from 1 to N. To select a sample of n units, a unit is taken from the first k units
at random and then every k units thereafter, where N = n*k. The selection of the first unit
determines the whole sample." Such a system is often used in place of random
sampling, where units throughout the population, N , are chosen with equal probability,
regardless of the first unit chosen. A systematic sample is spread more evenly over the
population. Because of this, systematic sampling can be more precise than random
sampling in providing descriptive statistics that accurately reflect the overall population.
Problems can arise with systematic sampling because the sampled data points do fall in
the same relative position throughout the population. If there are interdependencies, the
statistics could hide greater variation within the population as a whole. 16
While the literature is concerned primarily with the variance of the mean of the
systematic sample, the methodology developed in this chapter is concerned with
determining the value of "k" such that both the variance and the mean are similar to that
of the population. This is because the sampling plan is going to be used for control of a
process that has historically been tested 100% of the time. Again, as in Chapters 4 and 5,
the historical data that has been collected will be relied upon to provide the basis for the
development of the sampling plan.
6.2 The Need For Kth Lot Sampling
Each lot consisting of 24 wafers follows a route through Fab4 that is unique to the
process being used to make the device. CMOS4 and CMOS5, two different generations
of semiconductor processes at Digital, have different planned sequences of steps through
which they must move in order to correctly build the circuits on the silicon wafer. Any
15 Cochran, William Gemmell, Sampling Techniques 3/ed, New York: Wiley, p.205, 1977.
6 Cochran, William Gemmell, Sampling Techniques 3/ed, New York: Wiley, p.205, 1977.
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deviation from these routes, for example missed steps or steps that have been flip-
flopped, will generally result in all the devices on every wafer in that lot being
unacceptable. Each of these routes is programmed into the material tracking software
called Workstream. If part of a process step is to collect data, this would occur for each
lot passing through that step. Although these entries can be made optional, the
production technician must still make the decision of whether or not to enter data.
Unfortunately, with different operators logging in and out of the system and lots being
processed on different machines, keeping track of when to enter data would be difficult
and critical information could be lost. Additionally, this decision making process takes
time. The combination of these makes implementing a sampling procedure cumbersome.
The need for a system to determine kth lot sampling plans is being driven by the new
ability of Fab4 to competently implement kth lot sampling. Until recently, Digital did not
have the know-how to program Workstream to automatically tag a particular lot of wafers
to be tested as it passed through a particular processing step. Although random sampling
cannot be programmed, Digital has learned how to setup Workstream to flag every kth lot
traveling through a particular process step. This saves the operators from the laborious
and possibly error-prone task of tracking lots themselves. When the operator logs the lot
into the system to be processed, (s)he will be notified by Workstream if this particular lot
needs to be tested. The system tells the operator to move the lot onto the next step after
processing or will prompt the production technician to enter the pertinent data. This will
require the technician to perform the required analysis.
Because of this, the need for a method to determine the optimal kth lot to sample is
needed. Otherwise, the process engineers would use a very conservative approach such
as beginning by sampling every 2nd lot. If this exhibits no adverse affects on the quality
of material being produced, the decision would be to move on to testing every third lot.
This method has two drawbacks. First, it could limit the full benefits of a sampling plan
by slowly working towards the optimal kt lot plan. With cycle times for finished devices
being several months, one might never make it to the optimal plan. The second problem
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could be the reverse. Sampling every other lot could be very detrimental to process
control such that the process careens out of control and bad material begins to be
produced. Again, the extended cycle times could hide this for some time such that much
unusable product is created.
Asking a number of questions up-front and then applying some simple statistical tools to
past data will allow the risk in using sampling plans to be significantly diminished. In
developing this methodology, the Metal 1 After Etch Inspection process step was selected
to serve as an example for analyzing the potential of sampling. For the remainder of the
hesis this step is referred to as Ml AEI.
As the name implies this step follows the etching of Metal 1 aluminum. The only metal
left on the product wafers forms the conducting paths at this particular level in the device.
At this step two different types of inspections are performed. The first is a defect density
calculation. This inspection looks for corrosion that might have developed during the
etch process. Chemicals used to perform the etch and clean the wafers afterwards such as
chlorine could start to rust the aluminum if left in contact with the metal for greater than a
specified period of time. This corrosion might not cause the device to fail in the factory,
but could lead to failures at the customer site, leading to costly service and reduced
customer confidence in the product. Because of this potential loss, even though very few
failures are found, every lot must be tested. But, the scope of the testing itself has been
reduced. The fab is switching to testing only two wafers per lot versus four previously
and reducing the area viewed on each wafer by half.
The second test performed at Ml AEI and where the sampling investigation will focus is
the measurement of the thickness of the lines etched at this layer. This is referred to as a
critical dimension test or CD measurement because the thickness of these lines must fall
within a particular window. If the measurement does not fall within this window, the
chances for either shorts between lines or open circuits is increased. Additionally, lines
that are too thin yet not shorts could lead to overheating or slow devices as current is
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restricted from flowing. Although there are some reliability issues associated with this
measurement, problems will normally be detected in-house through either lower yields or
devices not meeting speed requirements.
6.3 Questions for Determining Relevance of Sampling
Before doing any calculations, it is important to first determine if it is reasonable to be
sampling lots at the chosen process step. It is possible that sampling could cause more
harm than good. Listed below are six questions that should be asked before proceeding
with the more complicated calculations needed to develop a sampling plan. Although
certainly not all inclusive, the questions shed some light on the applicability of sampling
lots at the chosen process step. They help reveal interesting characteristics of the process
itself. As stated above, the Ml AEI CD measurement will be used to elucidate the
effectiveness of these questions.
Question One:
Is the data being collected necessary in setting machine parameters for the next lot to be
processed?
Although basic in nature this question does need to be asked. If the data to be collected is
necessary in order to successfully process the subsequent lot, then of course sapmpling
would not be a viable option. For example, Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) is
used to planarize the wafer surface after the deposition of SiO2 in the trench designed to
isolate active areas of the device. The rate at which material is removed must be
determined after each run such that the machine can be reset to hit the optimal window in
the next run.
One caveat to this is whether or not predictive models such as moving averages can be
used to set machine parameters for those lots that are not measured. Although not
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researched in this thesis, this could provide a means to start sampling lots at steps where
data is needed on a lot to lot basis.
For the Ml AEI step, the data collected is not specifically needed to set machine
parameters for the next lot to be processed.
Question Two:
Is the process to be sampled stable and under statistical control? Does the data presently
being collected come from a normally distributed population?
If the process often exhibits large deviations that do not fall within the normal
distribution of points, then sampling could be very detrimental. It could in fact hide
material that has been adversely affected by inappropriate processing and as such inhibit
the investigation of the causes behind such aberrations. If on the other hand, the data is
normally distributed with few outlying points, then the chances of passing bad product
down the line without knowing is diminished. For the Ml AEI operation the data for the
CD measurements does form a reasonable, normally distributed population (Figure 6-1).
The data for this histogram can be found in Appendix 3.
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Figure 6-1: Metal One After Etch Average CD Measurements
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Question Three:
Is the data being collected independent?
In order to employ many statistical calculations an underlying assumption is the data
points are independent of each other. This implies that knowing the value of one data
point does not give you specific information about the values of other data points within
the normally distributed population. It is only descriptive statistics such as the mean and
standard deviation of the data points that provide a guide to predicting the value of a data
point. One way of testing for independence is to create a "Lag X Scatter Plot." A Lag 1
Scatter Plot plots the present data point, xi, versus the previous data point, xi-l, a Lag 2
Plot, xi vs Xi-2, and so on. There is no magical number of lag plots to be completed. The
number done depends upon how likely it is for particular data points at particular
intervals to be related. If the lag plot shows no distinct pattern, this gives credence to the
argument that the data points are independent.
For MI AEI four lag plots were completed. Shown below is the Lag 1 Scatter Plot. This
plot and the others in Appendix 3 show no discernible patterns.
Figure 6-2: M1 AEI Lag 1 Scatter Plot










If under reasonable process control, is this control well within specification limits? Use
equations for C, and Cpk to determine this.
Although the process might be under statistical control, this does not mean that it is
producing product that is meeting design specifications 100% of the time. If the 30
limits for the control of this process fall outside the upper and lower control limits as
spelled out by internal design requirements, then sampling again could cause bad product
to be overlooked and not noted. A useful way for quantifying how well the process is
performing in regard to its specification limits is by determining the C, and Cpk of the
process as compared to its specification limits. 7
C, = (USL - LSL ) / ( 6a ) (Equation 6-1)
Cpk = MIN [ (USL - ) / ( 30 ), (t - LSL ) / ( 30 )] (Equation 6-2)
{ USL = Upper Specification Limit, LSL = Lower Specification Limit }
A ratio greater than one for either of these equations indicates that the true 3o limits of
the process fall within the specification limits. This is an indication that over 99% of data
points taken will under normal process operation be within spec, those not meeting
specification standards being minimal.
For the Ml AEI step the values for C, and Cpk are the following respectively, 2.07 and
1.94. The results of these ratios are not unexpected considering the control chart for this
process (Figure 6-2) Additionally, the upper control limit for this process is 1.10 while
the lower control limit is 0.85. Out of the hundreds of points used to create this
histogram, none fall outside these values.
17 Equations for Cp and Cpk were obtained from a Digital communiqu6 to the process engineering group of Fab4, Fall 1995
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Figure 6-3: Metal One After Etch Mean Critical Dimension Measurements
Question Five:
Has control of the parameters being measured at this point been shown to be of critical
nature to the overall performance or yield of the product? Although running well within
specification limits, experience has shown that tighter control is valuable.
Most specification limits were developed at the time of initial development of the
process and have remained unchanged since. Often experience within the fab has shown
using limits that are stricter than the original specification limits has led to credible gains
in both yield and speed improvements. Additionally, these limits might be tighter than
the statistical 3a limits of the process itself. Inspecting in the quality and weeding out
product that does not meet these more stringent limits provides substantial economic
benefits. An example of this is the MF1P particle limits for lot monitors in the MDT
process described in Chapter 5.
In the Ml AEI example this is not the case. No positive correlation has been shown to
exist between a more confined window of the specification limits and that of improved
speed or yield parameters.
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Question Six:
If a lot is flagged what is the typical reaction? Can the lot be reworked? If not, is the lot
usually scrapped or just noted and sent on as non-conforming material (NCMed)?
The reaction to bad data at a particular process step can be used as a gauge to see what the
risks are to sampling. If bad data means the lot is checked over, but then typically sent on
as non-conforming material, then the risk of sending on product that has not been
checked is lessened. If the lot can be reworked, then allowing badly processed material to
move on can be very costly in terms of lost opportunity. On the other hand, if the product
cannot be reworked, then the cost to the company will be the cost of finishing the
processing of the lot and some increased cycle time, assuming this lot would be scrapped
and not NCMed.
For the Ml AEI, the typical reaction is to NCM the material. Also, nothing can be done
at this step to rework the product.
6.4 Modeling Through Simulation
The data for Ml AEI was shown to pass all six of the screening questions. Next is shown
a procedure for determining the kth lot sampling plan. The advantage of having a
tremendous wealth of historical data available is that sampling plans can be simulated
with this data. This allows the effects of a particular sampling plan to be determined
retrospectively, as if it had been implemented.
The goal of each sampling plan is to maintain process control while limiting tests of
product to a minimum. To do this, it must be proven that it is reasonable to believe the
sampled set of data does not differ in either variability or average performance from that
of the full population. To prove this two-sided F-tests will be employed to compare the
variances of the data sets. If the variances cannot be shown to be different, then a two
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sided t-test assuming equal variances will be employed to test for differences in average
performance. Both tests are to be performed using a significance level, a, of 0.05.
The tests begin by comparing the full set of data (Sample A - Appendix 3) to the two sets
of data in which the data from every other lot has been removed (Samples B & C -
Appendix 3). If it is reasonable to believe that the samples B and C do not differ in either
variability or average performance from Sample A, then the data sets where only every
third data point is used ( Samples D, E, & F - Appendix 3 ) are tested. This type of
modeling continues until a set of data is found that is proven to differ from the full set in
either variability or average performance.
6.5 Analysis of Options
The results of the F-tests and t-tests performed on the Ml AEI data can be found in
Appendix 3. Table 6-1 below outlines the outcomes of these results.
Sample A (k=l) vs. Sample B (k=2)
Sample A (k=1) vs. Sample C (k=2)
Sample A (k=1) vs. Sample D (k=3)
Sample A (k=l) vs. Sample E (k=3)












Table 6-1: Results of MI AEI Simulated Sampling Plan F-tests and t-tests
I
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The result of the simulations for M1 AEI indicates the best achievable sampling plan is
that of testing every other lot. This is the only plan that can be shown to maintain the
same average performance and variance as that of the full set of data.
If a sampling plan for M1 AEI had been developed through a trial-and-error process, the
initial sampling plan of every other lot being tested would have gotten the same results as
the procedure defined above. The difference between them though is the knowledge
gained about the process itself through completing the six questions and the F-tests and t-
tests. In the trial-and-error method there is still a great deal of uncertainty over the
effectiveness of the sampling plan and whether or not the sampling plan should be pushed
to the next level. The analysis developed in this chapter provides a level of confidence in
the results not to be found with the trial-and-error method. Attention can be focused on
other tasks instead of continuously returning to judge the effectiveness of the sampling
plan chosen.
One last confirmation of the methodology developed is its correspondence to the results
given by systematic sampling theory. A critical value calculated in systematic sampling
theory is S2wsy. This is the variance among units that lie within the same systematic
sample. If this value is smaller than the population variance, S2 , as a whole, then it is
judged that systematic sampling is not the most effective means of sampling the data set.
This means the sampling pattern has created a more homogenous set of data points and is
not capturing enough information to fully express information about the data set as a
whole. The sample set of data has relatively less variation when compared to the
variation in the population, "the successive units in the sample are repeating more or less
the same information." 8 For the Ml AEI data set the value of S2wsy falls below that of S2
when a systematic sampling plan of every third lot is used. This corresponds precisely
with the evaluation methodology developed in this chapter.
18 Cochran, William Gemmell, Sampling Techniques 3/ed, New York: Wiley, p.208, 1977.
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7. Building a Core Capability in Data Reduction
In this chapter we generalize the learning based on the three case studies: it is critical to a
learning organization to develop a core capability in properly defining the role of data as
the manufacturing process evolves. The three examples of data reduction can have some
short term significance in Fab4. But the importance these examples have for Fab6 is that
they stress the need for a coordinated effort in managing the large volume of data that
will be required to effectively run that facility. This chapter discusses the need for
building experience in evaluating data acquisition practices such that costs can be
equivalent to other manufacturers. Organizational learning is discussed in the context of
Henderson and Clark's "architectural change," Cohen and Levinthal's "absorptive
capacity," and Schein's "green room." Fab4 can be used by Digital Semiconductor to
exploit the CMOS5 semiconductor process or it can be taken a step further to explore the
internal capabilities of DS.
7.1 Introduction
The experiences in transitioning to a cost competitive manufacturing process from a
technology based process development origin have consequences that fall beyond Fab4's
success and lifetime. Digital's newest fab, Fab6, will be supporting 0.35 and below
micron technologies not only for its latest Alphas microprocessors, but also for products
such as StrongARM®. This is a family of high performance, low power RISC processors
being co-developed by Advanced RISC Machines, Ltd. and Digital. This particular
product is seen as Digital's entry to consumer electronic markets of the future such as
interactive TV, multimedia games, personal digital assistants, smart phones and digital
cameras. 19 Of course, this can only happen if Digital meets market driven price points in
"9 "Digital Semiconductor Builds Reputation as Merchant Vendor", Digital Today: Special Edition, p.10, November 1995.
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these highly competitive markets. And this must be accomplished with a process that
has essentially been developed to provide leading edge technology for its Alpha® chip
family.
Therefore, DS must learn to master the transition between process/product
characterization to cost/cycle time reduction. The effectiveness at learning will be
governed by three factors. The first is recognizing that the transition is an architectural
change for the organization. And as such, a new set of skills for identifying opportunities
must be developed. The second is recognizing that learning is a process that requires trial
and error. One learning event builds upon another. The third is that management must
provide a level of anxiety that motivates people to learn while at the same time providing
a psychological safety net that allows people to experiment. Eliminating or reducing the
impact of learning experiences from any of these three aspects can stymie the
organization from reaching the level of effectiveness it needs in order to compete.
7.2 Architectural Change
In product development literature, architectural innovations are defined by Henderson
and Clark as a change in "the way in which the components of a product are linked
together, while leaving the core design concepts (and thus the basic knowledge
underlying the components) untouched."20 The transition from Phase I to Phase II in the
process development model can be viewed as just such a change. This is because there is
a subtle difference in the usefulness of the data being collected. In Phase I the data is
used to understand more about the process and as such more data can only be helpful. In
Phase II the data must be used to judge its own usefulness. This does not mean that the
learning developed in Phase I is no longer of importance. In fact, it is this underlying
20 Henderson, Rebecca M. and Kim B. Clark, "Architectural Innovation: The Reconfiguration of Existing Product
Technologies and the Failure of Established Firms", Cornell University, Administrative Science Quarterly, 35 (1990):9-30,
p.11, 1990.
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knowledge that must be used in the redirection of effort to reduce costs. The two most
important aspects of architectural change that relate to the situation of DS are the
communication patterns within DS and, based on these patterns, the ability to see and
solve problems that could be useful.
Digital Semiconductor and its employees have been rewarded in the past for creating
leading edge technology products. This has created within DS the communication
channels and organizational filters through which the knowledge of the key relationships
within the business are understood. Over time these channels and filters direct employees
to specific problems which are deemed important. Because of this, a storehouse of
solutions has developed that reinforces the underlying premise of technology as king. At
Digital coaxing a machine to perform beyond its technical capability is a common place
occurrence. They are working beyond the original capabilities as designed in by the
equipment manufacturers. The ability to do this is a skill that needs to be continued to be
nurtured since it plays a critical role in continuous improvement. The danger is the
potential to expect the machines to perform beyond the capabilities of the process itself,
as appears to be the case with the particle checks presented in Chapter 5. The implication
is that there is a time when economic considerations must start playing a bigger role in
how the machines are being run.
Now that the focus has shifted to cost and cycle time reduction, important opportunities
to obtain these goals might be missed. The opportunities are either filtered out by the
system or the engineers do not have a solution ready at hand because the situation is not
similar to one in the past. The organization has not been able to build the knowledge and
capability to identify and solve problems around a recurrent set of tasks.21 Digital did
have this opportunity at its South Queens Ferry location. Unfortunately, with the sale
went the opportunity to transfer the knowledge of cost competitive manufacturing that
21 Henderson, Rebecca M. and Kim B. Clark, "Architectural Innovation:The Reconfiguration of Existing Product
Technologies and the Failure of Established Firms", Cornell University, Administrative Science Quarterly, 35 (1990):9-30,
p.13, 1990.
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this facility had acquired. The effort and money spent at SQF is not being realized by
Digital Semiconductor in its effort to lower costs in Fab4.
The challenge now is for DS to use Fab4 as a skill development center for its future
aspirations in Fab6. The problem solving methods and solutions generated in Chapters 4
and 6 can be viewed as new additions to the cost/cycle time reduction toolbox. By
applying these in Fab4 process engineers will become more comfortable in reducing
metal monitors and moving to every kth lot type sampling plans when needed to in Fab6.
7.3 Absorptive Capacity
From Wesley M. Cohen and Daniel A. Levinthal comes the term "absorptive capacity."
This "is comprised of the set of closely related abilities to evaluate the technological and
commercial potential of knowledge in a particular domain, assimilate it, and apply it to
commercial ends." 22 Although absorptive capacity traditionally refers to the ability to
exploit external knowledge, its lessons are directly applicable to DS. The critical feature
of absorptive capacity to DS is its cumulative nature in terms of learning. The key
concepts are the following:
1. A firm typically learns by building upon what it has learned before.
2. By accumulating knowledge, the firm is more efficient at future learning. It knows
better where to acquire information and more precisely what it needs to know.23
The particle analysis performed in Chapter 5 is a case in point of the need for investing in
absorptive capacity. An analysis of the issues now will make the engineers more
intelligent at attacking similar issues in the future, but more importantly it will make
22 Cohen, Wesley M. and Daniel A. Levinthal, "Fortune Favors the Prepared Firm", The Institute of Management Sciences,
Management Science / Vol. 40, No. 2, p.227, February 1994.
23 Cohen, Wesley M. and Daniel A. Levinthal, "Fortune Favors the Prepared Firm", The Institute of Management Sciences,
Management Science / Vol. 40, No. 2, p.229, February 1994.
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them more efficient at doing this. Their problem solving actions will be targeted at areas
where there is a greater probability of success, thus better utilizing their skills and time.
Another way of thinking about absorptive capacity is to compare it to the traditional
learning curve model. The more people learn early on, the better capable they are at
completing their work in the future.
For DS the effort being spent to lower manufacturing costs will not only be realized
within Fab4. Digital Semiconductor's future success depends on Fab6's ability to
approach manufacturing not only from a technology standpoint but also from that of a
cost competitive one. Efforts in Fab4 will be the necessary breeding ground for the
development of the problem solving and skills knowledge that will be essential in
successfully timing and making the transition from technology based data analysis to cost
based data analysis. DS cannot afford to lose the opportunity of building acquired
knowledge in Fab4 in making the Phase I to Phase II transition. The semiconductor
industry moves too fast; not leveraging each learning opportunity can put a company at a
disadvantage. A question to be asked is how best to leverage the opportunity in Fab4.
7.4 Entering the Green Room
In his article "How Can Organizations Learn Faster? The Challenge of Entering the
Green Room," Edgar H. Schein develops a model for analyzing the key psychological
elements that inhibit or promote change, change being equated with the ability of the
organization to learn. To understand the green room, one must first understand the
concepts of Anxiety 1 and Anxiety 2 as described by Schein.
Anxiety 1 is the feeling associated with an inability or unwillingness to learn
something new because it appears too difficult.
Anxiety 2 is the fear, shame or guilt associated with not learning anything new.24
24 Schein, Edgar H., "How Can Organizations Learn Faster? The Challenge of Entering the Green Room", Sloan
Management Review, pp. 86-88, Winter 1993.
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The green room is a place that is uncomfortable for people to enter due to emotional
conditioning either from rewards or punishment. For DS the green room is the ability to
transition to Phase II in the process development model; people at DS have strong
allegiance to the data that is being collected. Without this data they would not have been
able to achieve the technological breakthroughs for which they were rewarded.
Additionally, the extent of the data being collected allows them to better react to
problems within their processes or so it is thought. Punishment can be deflected quicker
by implementing solutions sooner. This is why there is Anxiety 1 about reducing the
amount of data being collected. People feel better staying in the place where the
surroundings are known and there is a feeling of security. To move into the green room
Anxiety 1 must be reduced while at the same time increasing Anxiety 2. People will not
begin to move into the green room until the anxiety not to make the move is greater than
the anxiety associated with making the move.
An essential part in making this move is providing the necessary environment within
which to experiment. At DS the RAM and PEP teams were two such attempts at trying
to bridge the change from Phase I to Phase II. Unfortunately, both these initiatives have
fallen short because the level of Anxiety 2 was short circuited. In the case of the RAM
Team, after tremendous effort was put forth by many people in developing workable
plans to make Fab4 cost competitive, the decision was made to close the fab. This was
very disheartening and very destructive to the knowledge that was gained in what can
now be considered for the most part a mental exercise. A case in point is the departure of
many people from the team responsible for etch processes. Key people in this group were
some of the greatest change agents in terms of implementing much of what they learned
on the RAM Team. When the decision was announced to close the fab, these were the
people who felt the most disillusionment and hence have been the people to subsequently
leave.
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The PEP Team has had the chance to implement most of what it set out to do. In terms of
this it can be considered a success. Still, the decision to limit the number of wafer starts
in Fab4 has again lessened the anxiety over having to meet the teams goals. This also has
interfered with key feedback that is necessary to judge the effectiveness of its decisions.
7.5 Conclusion
In terms of Total Quality Management (TQM) language, neither team has completed the
PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) Cycle. Both have Planned and Done, but neither have
reached a position to truly Check and Act. Using Schein's terms, the efforts so far by DS
have not pushed Fab4 to enter the green room where effective learning will occur.
Forcing Fab4 to truly confront its limitations will escalate the quality of learning that DS
gains as a whole before the fab is closed down for good. This should be Fab4's final
contribution to DS. It should be used to push the envelope of what does work and what
does not. As such more costly mistakes in Fab6 can be avoided because the legwork has
been done previously.
A simple analogy of a learning environment is presented by Ronald A. Heifetz in his
book Leadership without Easy Answers. The learning or holding environment is equated
to that of a pressure cooker. By turning up or down the heat the cook regulates the
pressure within the holding environment, a relief valve letting off steam to keep the
pressure within a safe range. Still, it is possible the pressure within can build so quickly
the pot blows up. On the other hand, if no heat is applied the contents within the pressure
cooker will never cook.25 Fab4 provides an excellent holding environment. The quality
and level of learning accomplished in the short time left in the lifetime of this fab
depends directly on the level of heat applied.
2s Heifetz, Ronald A., Leadership without Easy Answers, Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, p. 106, 1994.
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8. Reflections
The research for this thesis was completed at a time when Digital Semiconductor was
faced with two major crossroads. The first was trends within the computer industry
forcing the corporation as a whole to reevaluate and reorganize the roles of its various
divisions. The consequence of this "reengineering" for DS was to continue to produce
the world's fastest microprocessors while at the same time producing, on the same line,
low cost merchant chips ("jellybeans") for sale to the external market. This new directive
is juxtaposed against the historical role of DS solely being a leading edge technology
supplier to the computer system assemblers in the corporation. The second crossroads
was a critical juncture within the continuing evolution of the CMOS5 process being used
to produce the present generation of Alpha® Microprocessors.
What these crossroads highlighted is the crucial role data plays throughout the
manufacturing process lifetime. The theoretical model described in Chapter 2 (Figure 2-
1) provides a valuable framework for understanding the dynamics of the evolution of a
semiconductor process. More specifically, it correlates the uses of the manufacturing
process control data being collected to the maturity of the process as defined by the four
steps in the model: Process Development, Yield Ramp, Wafer Start Ramp and Sustained
Production.
A major hurdle or turning point in the use of this data occurs as the manufacturing
process transitions from Yield Ramp to Wafer Start Ramp. The intersection of these
development steps provides a fantastic window of opportunity to evaluate present
practices in light of the changing state of the manufacturing process. In fact, the
dynamics of the system require that this be done in order to align procedures with the
present underlying goals of the operation. Otherwise, procedures that were previously
necessary could impede the attainment of the present goals of the organization. In
managing this transition a new perspective towards how the data should and can be
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leveraged must be developed. Emphasis must now be placed on using the historical data
for cost and cycle time reduction while maintaining the ability to control the parameters
that give leading performance. This perspective is a skill that DS must fully develop in
order to be successful in its own strategic evolution.
In developing this new perspective the opinion expressed is that great emphasis must be
placed on skill development through practical experimentation and implementation. This
is for three major reasons.
1. The critical juncture between Yield Ramp and Wafer Start Ramp occurs only once in
a semiconductor process's lifetime. This means that the opportunities for DS to
manage and learn from these transitions are far and few between, the lifetime of a
process stretching over many years.
2. This will expose people to the possibilities available as well as begin to unmask
organizational roadblocks to obtaining superior cycle time and cost reductions.
3. By reviewing practices, the new goals are better communicated to the people and as
such their importance in being attained more notable.
To this end, three examples of using historical data to more sharply focus control
practices so as to achieve lower cost and shorter cycle time were developed in this thesis.
All three investigations led to unique conclusions beyond their initial scope of
investigation.
In Chapter 4, thin film aluminum MQC reduction was successful in finding a
mathematical relationship between various thicknesses of aluminum being deposited.
This led to a reduction in test wafers (lower costs) as well as less time to qualify the
systems (increased cycle time). The surprise benefit was the use of the mathematical
relationships to determine deposition times. The coding of this on a computer created a
tool for consistently setting these times. This, in turn, allowed the setting of these times
to be done by operators instead of calling in an engineer to make the time changes. This
freed up the engineer's time to work on other problems and allowed the operators to bring
the deposition systems back on line for faster production.
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The investigation in Chapter 5 has not led to any specific cost or cycle time reductions to
date. What it does provide is a better understanding of the relationship between process
and quality control and the effect this has on unscheduled downtime for the deposition
systems. It is helping question present control practices and the subsequent
troubleshooting reactions.
Chapter 6 investigates how to perform systematic sampling within a continuous flow
operation. In this chapter it was determined it would be best to sample every other lot
flowing through the Ml AEI process step. This, in and of itself, is useful in reducing
costs and cycle time as outlined in Chapter 6. More importantly, this chapter develops a
framework to employ in determining how often to sample and this framework is
transferable to any process within the fab.
It is not the suggestion of this research that these three case studies will lead to building a
core competence in cost and cycle time reduction at DS. Rather, they demonstrate the
potential that exists within Fab4 to build these skills. As discussed in Chapter 7 there are
a number of aspects that lead to organizational learning.
1. An organization must develop communication patterns that provide the ability to see
and solve problems that could be useful.
2. A firm typically learns by building upon what it has learned before. By accumulating
knowledge, the firm is more efficient at future learning. It knows better where to
acquire information and more precisely what it needs to know.
3. An organization will not begin to move until the anxiety not to make the move is
greater than the anxiety associated with making the move.
If the environment is not created to include these aspects, then the realized level of skill
development will not be the same as that which could have potentially been attained. It is
the hope of this researcher that the quest to make Fab4 as efficient as possible before its
closure will be seen as a critical breeding ground for skills that will make Digital
Semiconductor better able to compete in its chosen markets.
Appendices
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Note: The data discussed in this thesis and presented in the appendices may have been
disguised for proprietary reasons.
Appendix 1: Data for Chapter 4 Sheet Resistance Analysis
MDT.1 COMBINED MQC THICKNESS/I SHEET RHO ANALYSIS
ZMT4 J.41 fIt-Ua 1 U.4















ci SS MS , F Ig i-
Regressio 1 764.2153 764.2153 1876.179 9.07E-26
Residual 26 10.59046 0.407325
Total 27 774.8057
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MDT.2 COMBINED MQC THICKNESS/ SHEET RHO ANALYSIS
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df SS MS F Sig F
Regressio 1 1110.887 1110.887 6022.37 2.35E-44
Residual 39 7.193944 0.18446
Total 40 1118.081
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept -0.19569 0.244883 -0.79911 0.429065 -0.69101 0.299633
X Variable 301772.7 3888.627 77.60393 2.35E-44 293907.3 309638.2
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MDT.3 COMBINED MQC THICKNESS/I SHEET RHO ANALYSIS
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df SS MS F Sig F
Regressio 1 1936.42 1936.42 4280.143 3.37E-65
Residual 71 32.12178 0.452419
Total 72 1968.541
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
"I,· .
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0 0.00002 0.00004 0.00006 0.00008 0.0001
1Tr
(1/angstroms)
Intercept 0.220338 0.285572 0.771567 0.442931 -0.34908 0.789753
X Variable 296011.8 4524.597 65.4228 3.37E-65 286990 305033.6
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MDT.4 COMBINED MQC THICKNESS/I SHEET RHO ANALYSIS
THICKNESS i/T RHO MEAS
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df SS MS F Sig F
Regressio 1 943.9655 943.9655 5907.573 5.17E-36
Residual 30 4.793672 0.159789
Total 31 948.7592
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept -0.04737 0.246811 -0.19194 0.849079 -0.55143 0.456681
X Variable 299846 3901.159 76.86074 5.17E-36 291878.8 307813.2
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MDT.5 COMBINED MQC THICKNESS/I SHEET RHO ANALYSIS




















































df SS MS F Sig F
Regressio 1 1129.63 1129.63 2705.825 4.59E-39
Residual 41 17.11671 0.417481
Total 42 1146.746









Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 0.113103 0.316832 0.35698 0.722937 -0.52675 0.752959
X Variable 295259.7 5676.157 52.01755 4.59E-39 283796.5 306723
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MDT.1 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.15 120 23.49 21.20 126 21.92 10.70 78 11.42
22.00 120 23.32 21.30 126 22.02 10.55 178 11.25
22.02 120 23.33 21.40 126 22.13 10.62 178 11.33
22.15 120 23.48 21.43 126 22.16 10.65 178 11.35
22.23 120 23.58 21.32 126 22.04 10.65 178 11.36
22.30 120 23.65 21.27 126 21.99 10.68 178 11.39
22.35 120 23.71 21.43 126 22.16 10.65 178 11.36
22.42 120 23.78 21.57 126 22.31 10.73 178 11.45
22.40 122 24.06 21.20 130 22.42 10.70 180 11.61
22.25 122 23.89 21.30 130 22.53 10.65 180 11.55
22.54 122 24.22 21.40 130 22.64 10.77 180 11.69
22.38 122 24.04 21.33 130 22.56 10.74 180 11.66
22.79 122 24.50 21.50 130 22.75 10.85 180 11.78
22.74 122 24.45 21.61 130 22.88 10.87 180 11.81
22.22 128 24.76 21.15 136 23.16 10.86 182 12.00
22.42 128 25.01 21.29 136 23.32 10.96 182 12.13
22.20 132 25.38 21.05 140 23.60 10.95 184 12.34
20.53 122 21.91 19.49 130 20.51 9.92 178 10.53
22.45 108 22.19 21.05 118 20.82 10.20 174 10.51
22.07 110 22.07 21.07 118 20.84 10.33 172 10.48
22.15 110 22.15 21.00 118 20.78 10.40 172 10.56
22.15 110 22.15 21.05 118 20.82 10.40 172 10.56
22.30 110 22.30 21.11 118 20.88 10.37 172 10.53
22.28 110 22.28 21.33 118 21.09 10.46 172 10.62
22.65 110 22.65 21.50 118 21.27 10.60 172 10.77
22.68 110 22.68 21.25 118 21.02 10.44 172 10.60
22.29 110 22.29 20.98 118 20.76 10.40 172 10.56
22.42 110 22.42 21.28 118 21.05 10.54 172 10.71
22.21 110 22.21 21.13 118 20.90 10.42 172 10.58
22.13 110 22.13 20.98 118 20.75 10.40 172 10.56
22.27 110 22.27 21.01 118 20.78 10.46 172 10.62
22.18 110 22.18 21.00 118 20.77 10.44 172 10.60
22.32 110 22.32 21.19 118 20.96 10.54 172 10.71
22.33 110 22.33 21.10 118 20.87 10.50 172 10.66
22.14 110 22.14 21.02 118 20.79 10.46 172 10.62
22.19 110 22.19 21.02 118 20.79 10.44 172 10.60
22.37 110 22.37 21.25 114 20.57 10.52 172 10.68
22.58 110 22.58 21.32 118 21.08 10.59 172 10.76
22.58 110 22.58 21.32 118 21.08 10.59 172 10.76
22.34 110 22.34 21.21 118 20.98 10.50 172 10.66
22.47 130 25.40 21.22 138 23.53 10.52 172 10.68
22.36 110 22.36 21.16 118 20.93 10.53 172 10.70
22.33 110 22.33 21.12 118 20.89 10.59 172 10.75
22.45 110 22.45 21.14 118 20.91 10.53 172 10.70
22.42 110 22.42 21.26 118 21.03 10.63 172 10.80
22.36 110 22.36 21.36 118 21.13 10.60 172 10.76
21.73 114 22.23 20.72 122 20.94 10.46 174 10.79
21.69 114 22.18 20.56 122 20.78 10.44 174 10.76
21.86 114 22.36 20.82 122 21.04 10.42 174 10.75
22.65 114 23.19 20.65 122 20.87 10.41 174 10.74
21.99 114 22.49 20.81 122 21.03 10.50 174 10.83
22.00 114 22.50 20.99 122 21.21 10.56 174 10.90
22.19 114 22.70 21.12 122 21.35 10.64 174 10.98
22.23 114 22.74 21.22 122 21.45 10.64 174 10.98
22.25 114 22.77 21.20 122 21.43 10.70 174 11.05
22.34 114 22.86 21.31 122 21.55 10.69 174 11.03
22.10 114 22.61 21.00 122 21.23 10.65 174 10.99
22.67 114 23.20 21.46 122 21.70 10.79 174 11.14
22.34 114 22.86 21.19 122 21.42 10.73 174 11.08
21.91 118 22.94 20.93 126 21.62 10.93 177 11.57
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MDT.1 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.06 118 23.10 20.95 126 21.65 10.72 177 11.34
22.05 118 23.10 20.90 126 21.60 10.55 177 11.15
21.96 118 22.99 20.79 126 21.47 10.60 177 11.20
22.12 118 23.17 21.01 126 21.71 10.65 177 11.27
22.18 118 23.24 21.09 126 21.79 10.71 177 11.33


















SS MS F anificance F
.240025 4.240025 130.1618 5.7E-17
.052226 0.032575
.292252
dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 UDr 95%
.601243 2.482865 0.015708 0.775839 7.175502
.075784 11.40885 5.7E-17 0.713168 1.016053






ANOVA df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 45.06231 45.06231 1562.153 3.51E-46
Residual 63 1.817315 0.028846
Total 64 46.87962
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 Opr 95%
Intercept -0.35575 0.590091 -0.60286 0.548763 -1.53495 0.823459
X Variable ,1.084451 0.027438 39.52409 3.51E-46 1.029621 1.139281
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MDT.1 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F anificance F
Regressio 1 1.318412 1.318412 16.69937 0.000126
Residual 63 4.973839 0.07895
Total 64 .292252
Coefficient abdard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 Upr 95%
Intercept 13.65971 g.100509 6.503049 1.46E-08 9.462178 17.85725
X Variable 0.811326 ).198539 4.086486 0.000126 0.414578 1.208074
SUMMARY OUTPUT OR M1(Y) VS M3(X) STD RHO REGRESSION
Reqression Statistics






df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 34.75835 34.75835 180.6557 3.62E-20
Residual 63 12.12127 0.192401
Total 64 46.87962
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 Upr 95%
Intercept 4.87077 1.346362 3.617727 0.000593 2.180279 7.561261
XVariable 1.641473 0.122126 13.44082 3.62E-20 1.397424 1.885522
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MDT.1 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 2•112097 2.112097 37.37924 6.79E-08
Residual 63 3.559787 0.056505
Total 64 .671885
Coefficient ar dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 Upr 95%
Intercept 10.26401 .777013 5.775992 2.54E-07 6.712935 13.81509
XVariable 1.026897 .167962 6.113856 6.79E-08 0.691251 1.362543








df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 29.89904 29.89904 223.7596 2.09E-22
Residual 63 8.418138 0.133621
Total 64 38.31718
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 Upr 95%
Intercept 4.7229 1.122007 4.20933 8.28E-05 2.480745 6.965054
XVariable 1.522414 0.101775 14.9586 2.09E-22 1.319032 1.725796
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MDT.2 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.36 122 24.01 21.08 130 22.28 10.91 178 11.66
22.23 122 23.86 21.12 130 22.32 10.96 178 11.71
22.20 122 23.83 21.30 130 22.53 10.90 178 11.64
22.05 122 23.66 21.00 130 22.20 10.90 178 11.64
22.39 122 24.04 21.25 130 22.47 10.97 178 11.72
22.40 122 24.06 21.17 130 22.38 10.94 178 11.69
22.47 122 24.14 21.39 130 22.63 10.93 178 11.67
21.15 122 22.62 20.30 130 21.42 10.25 178 10.91
21.68 118 22.69 20.58 126 21.25 10.36 178 11.02
22.45 114 22.98 21.40 122 21.64 10.55 174 10.89
22.60 114 23.14 21.25 122 21.48 10.60 174 10.94
22.66 114 23.20 21.53 122 21.77 10.58 174 10.92
22.07 114 22.58 21.06 122 21.29 10.44 174 10.76
22.19 114 22.70 21.14 122 21.37 10.49 174 10.82
22.59 114 23.13 21.07 122 21.30 10.54 174 10.87
22.26 114 22.78 21.16 122 21.39 10.53 174 10.86
22.25 114 22.76 21.20 122 21.43 10.50 178 11.19
22.46 114 22.98 21.43 122 21.67 10.64 178 11.35
22.46 114 22.99 20.71 126 21.39 10.66 174 11.00
22.65 114 23.19 20.97 126 21.86 10.70 178 11.42
22.69 114 23.23 20.93 126 21.62 10.69 174 11.03
22.86 114 23.40 20.83 126 21.51 10.72 174 11.06
22.39 102 21.40 21.05 126 21.76 10.65 174 10.99
22.61 114 23.15 20.91 126 21.60 10.70 174 11.04
22.65 114 23.19 21.00 126 21.70 10.70 174 11.05
22.78 118 23.89 20.93 126 21.62 10.70 174 11.04
22.10 118 23.15 21.05 126 21.76 10.70 174 11.05
21.78 118 22.79 20.77 126 21.46 10.72 174 11.07
22.07 118 23.12 20.86 126 21.55 10.71 174 11.06
22.11 118 23.16 21.01 126 21.71 10.69 174 11.03
22.14 118 23.19 20.90 126 21.60 10.70 174 11.05
21.93 118 22.96 21.14 126 21.85 10.74 174 11.09
22.17 118 23.22 21.07 126 21.78 10.76 174 11.11
22.01 118 23.05 20.94 126 21.64 10.72 174 11.07
22.11 118 23.16 21.01 126 21.71 10.77 174 11.12
22.24 118 23.30 21.04 126 21.74 10.79 174 11.14
22.24 118 23.30 21.11 126 21.81 10.78 174 11.13
22.05 118 23.09 21.09 126 21.79 10.81 174 11.16
22.06 118 23.11 20.98 126 21.68 10.78 174 11.13
21.99 118 23.03 20.80 126 21.48 10.75 174 11.10
21.79 118 22.81 20.63 126 21.30 10.73 174 11.07
21.97 118 23.00 20.96 126 21.68 10.74 174 11.09
22.23 118 23.29 20.95 126 21.65 10.75 174 11.10
21.96 118 22.99 20.97 126 21.66 10.77 174 11.12
21.86 118 22.89 20.73 126 21.41 10.75 174 11.10
22.25 118 23.32 21.18 126 21.89 10.84 174 11.19
22.35 118 23.43 21.34 126 22.06 11.01 174 11.37
22.30 118 23.37 21.28 126 22.00 11.18 174 11.56
22.49 118 23.57 21.22 126 21.93 11.00 174 11.36
22.59 118 23.68 21.31 126 22.03 10.67 178 11.38
22.55 118 23.64 21.36 126 22.09 10.77 178 11.49
22.40 118 23.48 21.32 126 22.04 10.80 178 11.53
22.10 122 23.71 20.90 130 22.08 10.60 180 11.49
22.20 122 23.83 20.95 130 22.14 10.73 180 11.64
22.34 122 23.98 21.04 130 22.24 10.71 180 11.62
22.67 122 . 24.37 21.03 130 22.22 10.72 180 11.63
22.16 122 23.78 20.97 130 22.16 10.69 180 11.59
21.85 119 23.01 20.39 128 21.28 10.27 178 10.92
22.17 116 22.95 20.96 126 21.65 10.46 178 11.14
22.50 116 23.31 21.09 126 21.79 10.66 176 11.18
22.17 116 22.95 21.04 126 21.74 10.48 176 10.98
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MDT.2 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)


















SS MS F gnificance F
.829719 1.829719 29.58832 1.08E-06
.648514 0.061839
.478233
dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
.899977 2.233712 0.029306 0.674867 12.28056
.137871 5.439514 1.08E-06 0.47407 1.025828







df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 8.103921 8.103921 82.23293 8.79E-13
Residual 59 5.814353 0.098548
Total 60 13.91827
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept -0.55513 2.626065 -0.21139 0.83331 -5.80988 4.699619
X Variable 1.0935 0.120586 9.068238 8.79E-13 0.852208 1.334792
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MDT.2 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)







(Y) VS M3 (X) ACT RHO REGRESSION
ANOVA
df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 J.421527 0.421527 4.91824 0.030438
Residual 59 .056706 0.085707
Total 60 .478233
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 17.03004 2.354614 7.232626 1.09E-09 12.31846 21.74162
X Variable 0.487648 .219888 2.217711 0.030438 0.047653 0.927643
SUMMARY OUTPUT OR MI(Y) VS M3(X) STD RHO REGRESSION
Reqression Statistics
Multiple R_ 7435 V





df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 8.345711 8.345711 88.36094 2.48E-13
Residual 59 5.572563 0.09445
Total 60 13.91827
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 7.770774 1.647811 4.715817 1.52E-05 4.473509 11.06804
XVariable 1.381453 0.146962 9.40005 2.48E-13 1.087382 1.675524
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MDT.2 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 660458 0.660458 15.02884 0.000269
Residual 59 2.592818 0.043946
Total 60 3253276
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 14.49728 1.686055 8.59834 5.37E-12 11.12348 17.87107
XVariable 0.610403( .157454 3.876704 0.000269 0.295338 0.925468








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 5.402471 5.402471 231.8422 4.21E-22
Residual 59 1.374839 0.023302
Total 60 6.77731
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95M
Intercept 9.316162 0.818476 11.38233 1.61E-16 7.678395 10.95393
XVariable 1.111477 0.072997 15.22637 4.21E-22 0.965411 1.257544
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MDT.3 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.02 128 23.06 20.70 138 21.61 11.00 180 11.18
22.03 128 23.07 20.92 138 21.86 10.84 182 11.19
22.56 128 23.65 21.23 138 22.20 11.15 182 11.53
22.00 134 23.89 20.70 144 22.36 10.85 186 11.59
22.28 122 22.54 21.02 132 21.24 10.66 180 10.82
22.36 122 22.62 20.92 132 21.15 10.72 180 10.89
22.49 122 22.75 21.13 132 21.36 10.78 180 10.95
22.48 122 22.74 21.11 132 21.34 10.79 180 10.96
22.76 122 23.02 21.29 132 21.53 10.92 180 11.10
22.33 126 23.13 21.23 134 21.70 10.82 182 11.17
22.50 126 23.31 21.45 134 21.93 10.93 182 11.29
22.55 126 23.36 21.35 134 21.83 11.00 182 11.37
22.70 126 23.52 21.60 134 22.09 11.05 182 11.42
22.36 130 23.72 21.07 140 22.27 11.06 184 11.63
21.72 136 23.84 20.49 146 22.37 10.88 188 11.82
22.03 136 24.22 20.81 146 22.75 11.05 188 12.02
22.27 136 24.51 21.04 154 24.17 11.20 184 11.78
23.00 126 23.84 21.55 134 22.04 10.76 180 10.93
21.97 126 22.73 20.95 134 21.41 10.84 180 11.01
22.03 126 22.80 20.93 134 21.38 10.77 180 10.94
22.29 126 23.08 21.23 134 21.70 10.94 180 11.12
22.45 126 23.25 21.33 134 21.81 11.03 180 11.21
22.36 126 23.16 21.21 132 21.44 11.09 180 11.27
22.40 128 23.48 21.07 138 22.02 10.97 183 11.42
22.36 128 23.44 20.99 138 21.93 10.92 183 11.38
22.50 128 23.59 21.24 138 22.21 11.06 183 11.52
22.27 130 23.62 21.25 138 22.21 10.94 185 11.59
22.35 126 23.15 21.38 138 22.36 10.96 185.6 11.67
22.15 132 23.77 21.16 140 22.38 10.78 188 11.71
22.44 132 24.10 21.28 140 22.51 10.96 188 11.91
22.05 136 24.25 21.10 144 22.83 10.79 192 12.13
20.98 134 22.68 20.04 144 21.59 9.92 184 10.37
22.29 126 23.08 21.09 134 21.56 10.86 180 11.03
22.25 126 23.04 20.99 134 21.45 10.89 180 11.06
22.35 126 23.14 21.16 134 21.63 10.94 180 11.11
22.24 126 23.02 21.20 134 21.67 10.95 180 11.13
22.12 130 23.45 21.08 138 22.03 10.72 184 11.25
22.25 130 23.60 21.90 138 22.93 10.80 186 11.53
22.35 130 23.70 20.92 142 22.36 10.96 186 11.71
22.87 130 24.30 21.15 142 22.62 11.13 186 11.91
22.90 120 22.90 21.47 130 21.47 10.86 178 10.86
21.99 126 22.76 20.90 134 21.36 10.78 180 10.95
21.87 126 22.63 20.93 134 21.39 10.78 180 10.95
22.18 126 22.96 20.70 136 21.38 10.75 182 11.10
22.32 126 23.11 20.95 136 21.65 10.80 182 11.15
22.43 126 23.23 21.10 136 21.81 10.86 182 11.22
22.78 126 23.60 21.40 136 22.13 11.07 182 11.44
22.37 130 23.73 21.18 138 22.14 10.84 186 11.58
22.05 134 23.94 21.01 142 22.46 10.88 188 11.82
23.07 120 23.07 21.69 130 21.69 11.00 178 11.00
22.07 126 22.84 20.81 136 21.49 10.68 181 10.94
21.71 130 22.99 20.75 140 21.92 10.79 181 11.05
21.80 128 22.82 20.25 140 21.35 10.80 181 11.06
22.47 124 23.00 20.94 136 21.64 10.82 181 11.08
22.29 124 22.81 20.85 136 21.54 10.90 181 11.16
22.70 124 23.24 21.05 136 21.75 10.94 181 11.20
22.35 128 23.43 21.41 136 22.14 10.93 184 11.48
22.36 128 23.44 21.22 136 21.94 10.96 184 11.51
21.90 128 22.93 20.80 136 21.49 10.45 184 10.95
21.98 126 22.74 20.86 134 21.31 10.61 182 10.95
22.21 126 22.99 21.14 134 21.60 10.71 182 11.06
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MDT.3 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheeteet Res.Res. Sheet . Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.26 126 23.05 21.18 134 21.651 10.730 182 11.08
22.22 126 23.00 21.25 134 21.719 10.845 182 11.20
22.35 126 23.15 21.32 134 21.797 10.910 182 11.27
22.41 126 23.21 21.33 134 21.802 10.975 184 11.53
22.54 126 23.35 21.43 134 21.907 10.975 182 11.34
22.61 122 22.87 21.79 126 21.313 11.140 182 11.52
22.13 132 23.75 21.14 140 22.347 10.955 185 11.61
22.07 132 23.67 21.05 140 22.252 11.070 185 11.74
21.75 126 22.50 20.79 134 21.243 10.540 182 10.88
22.06 126 22.83 20.91 134 21.364 10.670 182 11.01
21.98 126 22.74 20.82 134 21.275 10.680 182 11.03
21.96 126 22.73 20.80 134 21.254 10.645 182 10.99














X Variable 0.82839 (
Reulression R atis2ics
Multiple R I
R MI(Y) VS M2(X) ACT RHO REGRESSION
SS MS F gnificance F
.703329 4.703329 111.4104 2.86E-16
.039569 0.042216
.742898
dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
.654977 2.902 0.004917 1.503609 8.101876
.078482 10.55511 2.86E-16 0.671938 0.984841







df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 12.75768 12.75768 359.1177 1.07E-29
Residual 72 2.557806 0.035525
Total 73 15.31549
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 5.222712 0.951332 5.489892 5.71E-07 3.326267 7.119157
XVariable 0.824916 0.04353 18.9504 1.07E-29 0.73814 0.911692
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MDT.3 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)







(Y) VS M3 (X) ACT RHO REGRESSION
ANOVA
df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 ,.083321 3.083321 47.64362 1.67E-09
Residual 72 4.659577 0.064716
Total 73 ".742898
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 er 95%
Intercept 10.06388 .768537 5.690513 2.55E-07 6.538372 13.5894
X Variable 1.12377 .162808 6.902436 1.67E-09 0.799219 1.448321








df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 11.69669 11.69669 232.7188 2.97E-24
Residual 72 3.618797 0.050261
Total 73 15.31549
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 9.67921 0.889712 10.87903 7.43E-17 7.905602 11.45282
X Variable 1.203058 0.078863 15.25512 2.97E-24 1.045848 1.360267
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MDT.3 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 2,058481 2.058481 30.90687 4.33E-07
Residual 72 4.795394 0.066603
Total 73 .853875
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 er 95%
Intercept 11.1122 1.794127 6.193656 3.26E-08 7.53568 14.68873
XVariable 0.918209 0.165163 5.559395 4.33E-07 0.588962 1.247456








df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 12.11823 12.11823 131.6074 6.47E-18
Residual 72 6.629662 0.092079
Total 73 18.74789
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 8.039554 1.20424 6.676037 4.35E-09 5.638946 10.44016
XVariable 1.224544 0.106742 11.47203 6.47E-18 1.011759 1.43733
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MDT.4 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.37 128 23.45 21.44 136 22.17 10.97 182 11.33
22.57 128 23.66 21.46 136 22.19 11.10 182 11.47
22.40 132 24.06 21.36 140 22.59 10.94 186 11.69
21.75 138 24.17 20.79 146 22.72 10.79 190 11.92
22.49 122 22.75 20.98 132 21.21 10.67 182 11.01
22.69 122 22.96 21.19 132 21.42 10.76 180 10.93
22.16 126 22.94 20.77 136 21.46 10.80 180 10.97
22.11 126 22.88 20.76 136 21.44 10.78 180 10.95
21.93 126 22.70 20.58 136 21.25 10.77 180 10.94
22.29 126 23.08 20.84 136 21.53 10.88 180 11.06
22.20 126 22.99 21.00 136 21.70 10.94 180 11.12
22.43 126 23.23 21.16 136 21.87 11.03 180 11.21
22.55 126 23.36 21.13 136 21.84 11.03 180 11.21
22.23 130 23.57 20.94 140 22.12 10.87 184 11.41
22.14 130 23.47 20.82 140 21.99 10.82 184 11.36
22.21 130 23.55 20.88 140 22.06 10.89 184 11.44
22.46 130 23.83 21.11 140 22.32 11.00 184 11.56
23.50 130 25.01 21.40 140 22.64 11.10 184 11.67
22.05 136 24.24 20.71 146 22.64 11.07 186 11.84
22.11 136 24.31 20.90 146 22.86 10.97 188 11.93
22.01 136 24.19 20.63 146 22.53 10.90 188 11.85
21.98 136 24.16 21.25 142 22.74 11.02 188 11.99
20.58 136 22.47 19.89 142 21.19 10.09 188 10.89
21.75 128 22.77 20.90 134 21.36 10.38 184 10.87
21.88 128 22.90 21.05 134 21.51 10.40 184 10.90
21.49 128 22.48 20.83 134 21.28 10.34 184 10.83
23.02 120 23.02 21.53 130 21.53 10.53 183 10.95
22.38 124 22.91 21.34 132 21.57 10.55 183 10.97
22.40 124 22.93 21.08 132 21.31 10.55 183 10.97
22.43 124 22.96 21.31 132 21.54 10.53 183 10.95
22.58 124 23.11 21.43 132 21.66 10.61 183 11.03
22.51 124 23.04 21.42 132 21.66 10.65 184 11.17
22.58 124 23.12 21.50 132 21.74 10.63 183 11.06
22.45 124 22.97 21.44 132 21.68 10.64 183 11.07
22.76 124 23.30 21.52 132 21.76 10.76 183 11.20
22.23 128 23.29 21.19 136 21.90 10.79 182 11.14
22.35 128 23.42 21.30 136 22.02 10.88 183 11.33
22.53 128 23.62 21.42 136 22.15 10.94 183 11.40
22.64 128 23.74 21.48 136 22.21 11.01 183 11.47
22.18 131 23.66 20.70 139 21.73 10.75 185 11.38
22.40 131 23.91 21.40 139 22.51 11.00 185 11.65
22.37 127.2 23.33 21.25 139 22.35 11.04 182 11.40
22.43 131 23.95 21.37 139 22.48 11.03 185 11.69
22.20 134 24.12 21.17 142 22.64 10.90 188 11.84
22.47 134 24.44 21.42 142 22.93 11.12 188 12.10
22.55 124 23.08 21.15 134 21.62 10.79 180 10.96
22.10 126 22.88 21.00 134 21.46 10.75 180 10.92
22.10 126 22.87 21.03 134 21.49 10.82 180 10.99
22.02 126 22.79 20.93 134 21.39 10.80 180 10.97
22.07 126 22.84 20.97 134 21.43 10.76 180 10.93
22.08 126 22.86 21.05 134 21.51 10.87 180 11.04
22.21 126 23.00 21.09 134 21.56 10.77 180 10.94
22.28 126 -23.07 21.25 134 21.72 10.97 180 11.15
22.42 126 23.22 21.37 134 21.85 11.02 180 11.20
22.49 126 23.29 21.41 134 21.89 11.10 180 11.28
22.54 126 23.35 21.39 134 21.87 11.14 180 11.32
21.96 132 23.55 21.14 138 22.09 10.93 184 11.48
22.33 132 23.98 21.59 138 22.59 11.16 184 11.73
22.45 132 24.12 21.11 142 22.57 10.86 188 11.79
22.60 132 24.29 21.32 142 22.81 10.99 188 11.95
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MDT.4 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
21.74 138 24.17 20.42 148 22.54 10.82 190 11.96
23.00 122 23.27 21.60 132 21.84 10.90 180 11.07
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR MI(Y) VS M2(X)
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
















SS MS F anificance F
5.96116 5.96116 101.7644 1.53E-14
.514682 0.058578
.475842
dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
.043325 0.822471 0.414066 -2.40668 5.767831
.096717 10.08784 1.53E-14 0.782206 1.169133







df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 17.1739 17.1739 625.0018 2.01E-33
Residual 60 1.64869 0.027478
Total 61 18.82259
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept -0.29106 0.947771 -0.3071 0.759829 -2.18689 1.604761
X Variable 1.079728 0.043189 25.00004 2.01E-33 0.993337 1.166119
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MDT.4 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 1.011433 2.011433 16.16819 0.000164
Residual 60 .464408 0.124407
Total 61 .475842
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 13.09793 R.286713 5.727842 3.48E-07 8.523824 17.67203
X Variable 0.848786 0.21109 4.020969 0.000164 0.426544 1.271029







ANOVA df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 16.87407 16.87407 519.596 3.05E-31
Residual 60 1.948522 0.032475
Total 61 18.82259
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 6.822747 0.72749 9.37848 2.29E-13 5.367551 8.277942
X Variable 1.466372 0.06433 22.79465 3.05E-31 1.337694 1.595051
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MDT.4 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 0 966609 0.966609 10.95191 0.001585
Residual 60 5.295565 0.088259
Total 61 6.262174
Coefficient adard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 14.75153 1.926061 7.658913 1.87E-10 10.89884 18.60423
X Variable 0.588398 .177798 3.309367 0.001585 0.232749 0.944046








df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 13.85061 13.85061 943.6494 2.09E-38
Residual 60 0.880662 0.014678
Total 61 14.73127
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 6.922779 0.489079 14.15473 8.78E-21 5.944476 7.901082
X Variable 1.328522 0.043248 30.71888 2.09E-38 1.242014 1.41503
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MDT.5 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE
M1 MQC Measurements M2 MQC Measurements M3 MQC Measurements
Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res. Sheet Res.
Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal Meas. TIME of DEP Normal
22.06 120 22.06 20.73 130 20.73 10.45 178 10.45
21.82 120 21.82 20.55 130 20.55 10.42 178 10.42
22.05 120 22.05 20.60 130 20.60 10.45 178 10.45
22.20 120 22.20 20.83 130 20.83 10.53 178 10.53
22.08 120 22.08 20.68 130 20.68 10.55 178 10.55
22.14 120 22.14 20.71 130 20.71 10.58 178 10.58
22.12 120 22.12 20.80 130 20.80 10.61 178 10.61
22.48 120 22.48 21.05 130 21.05 10.69 178 10.69
22.38 120 22.38 20.98 130 20.98 10.74 178 10.74
22.59 120 22.59 21.21 130 21.21 10.87 178 10.87
22.47 122 22.73 21.13 132 21.36 10.74 180 10.91
22.58 122 22.84 21.25 132 21.48 10.88 180 11.05
22.58 127 23.53 21.25 136 21.96 10.88 182 11.23
22.24 120 22.24 20.92 130 20.92 10.55 182 10.88
22.23 120 22.23 20.93 130 20.93 10.56 178 10.56
22.42 120 22.42 21.04 130 21.04 10.73 178 10.73
22.71 120 22.71 21.26 130 21.26 10.83 178 10.83
22.46 120 22.46 21.22 130 21.22 10.79 178 10.79
22.54 120 22.54 21.26 130 21.26 10.88 182 11.23
22.52 124 23.05 21.07 134 21.53 10.89 180 11.07
22.63 124 23.16 21.31 134 21.79 11.05 180 11.23
22.08 130 23.40 20.84 134 21.30 10.84 184 11.38
22.00 120 22.00 20.79 130 20.79 10.27 180 10.42
22.10 120 22.10 20.83 130 20.83 10.35 180 10.51
22.08 120 22.08 20.79 130 20.79 10.43 180 10.59
22.35 120 22.35 20.75 130 20.75 10.48 180 10.64
22.27 120 22.27 20.89 130 20.89 10.51 180 10.67
22.55 120 22.55 21.04 130 21.04 10.58 180 10.75
22.53 120 22.53 21.13 130 21.13 10.72 180 10.89
22.12 124 22.63 20.78 134 21.23 10.71 182 11.05
22.50 124 23.03 21.18 134 21.65 10.86 182 11.21
22.54 124 23.07 21.21 134 21.68 10.88 182 11.23
22.28 120 22.28 20.99 130 20.99 10.41 180 10.57
22.30 120 22.30 20.79 130 20.79 10.38 180 10.54
21.55 130 22.81 20.65 130 20.65 10.45 180 10.61
22.38 120 22.38 21.04 130 21.04 10.57 180 10.74
22.46 120 22.46 21.13 130 21.13 10.69 180 10.86
22.63 120 22.63 21.28 130 21.28 10.83 180 11.00
22.27 124 22.79 21.05 134 21.51 10.81 182 11.16
22.31 124 22.83 20.97 134 21.43 10.83 182 11.18
22.26 120 22.26 20.87 130 20.87 10.39 180 10.55
22.37 120 22.37 21.00 130 21.00 10.41 180 10.57
22.10 120 22.10 20.80 130 20.80 10.48 180 10.64
22.25 120 22.25 20.90 130 20.90 10.50 180 10.66
22.47 120 22.47 20.80 130 20.80 10.52 180 10.68
22.35 120 22.35 21.00 130 21.00 10.63 180 10.79
22.34 120 22.34 21.11 130 21.11 10.68 180 10.84
22.61 120 22.61 21.29 130 21.29 10.79 180 10.96
22.35 124 22.87 20.90 134 21.36 10.75 182 11.10
22.19 120 22.19 20.69 130 20.69 10.32 180 10.48
22.19 120 22.19 20.76 130 20.76 10.50 178 10.50
22.13 120 22.13 20.73 130 20.73 10.56 178 10.56
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MI(Y) VS M2(X) ACT RHO REGRESSION
SS MS F anificance F
.975509 1.975509 157.3926 4.59E-17
.627574 0.012551
.603083
dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
1.60091 1.390437 0.170555 -0.98956 5.441487
.076395 12.54562 4.59E-17 0.804975 1.111861
)R MI(Y) VS M2(X) STD RHO REGRESSION
r





df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 5.377979 5.377979 175.7093 5.47E-18
Residual 50 1.530363 0.030607
Total 51 6.908342
* Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 1.581367 1.575939 1.003444 0.320478 -1.584 4.746735
X Variable 0.991904 0.074829 13.25554 5.47E-18 0.841605 1.142203
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MDT.5 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 .185882 1.185882 41.83892 4.07E-08
Residual 50 1.4172 0.028344
Total 51 .603083
Coefficient a dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 13.60065 1.346579 10.10015 1.15E-13 10.89597 16.30534
XVariable 0.819389 ).126678 6.468301 4.07E-08 0.56495 1.073829








df SS MS F gnificance F
Regressio 1 5.374875 5.374875 175.2523 5.75E-18
Residual 50 1.533468 0.030669
Total 51 6.908342
Coefficient andard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 9.121193 1.008551 9.043857 4.23E-12 7.095457 11.14693
X Variable 1.237823 0.093503 13.23829 5.75E-18 1.050016 1.425629
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MDT.5 TIME ANALYSIS OF SHEET RESISTANCE (Cont.)








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 1.29905 1.29905 76.2713 1.25E-11
Residual 50 0.851598 0.017032
Total 51 2.150648
Coefficient at dard Err t Stat P-value ower 95 pper 93%
Intercept 11.83997 1.043839 11.34272 1.96E-15 9.743358 13.93658
XVariable 0.857595 0.098198 8.733344 1.25E-11 0.660359 1.054832








df SS MS F qnificance F
Regressio 1 4.455392 4.455392 220.4033 5.84E-20
Residual 50 1.010736 0.020215
Total 51 5.466128
Coefficient andardErr tStat P-value ower 95 pper 95%
Intercept 8.905514 0.818803 10.87626 8.83E-15 7.260899 10.55013
XVariable 1.126982 0.075912 14.84598 5.84E-20 0.974509 1.279455
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MDT.1 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results
M3 Sheet Rho Standard Calculation
RHO m3std = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm3meas)
- ((220)*(Dep Time - 170))]
M1 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation M2 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation
RHOmIstd = (01.641473)*(RHOm3std) + 4.87077 RHOm2std = (1.522414)*(RHOmlstd) + 4.7229
RHO mlest = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm2std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 110))]
RHO m2est = (300.000)
[(300,000/RHOmistd)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 120))]
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. Diff.
M3 M3 M1 M1 M M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Sheet Sheet M1 Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2Dep Sheet Sheet Et
Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho t. Rho Time Rho RhoTime and andMeas. Stand. Stand. Est. Meas. Me. Stand. Est. Meas. Meas.Meas. Meas.
9.67 177 10.17 21.56 118 20.65 20.55 0.10 20.21 126 19.60 19.37 0.23
10.73 165 10.32 21.82 104 22.58 22.66 -0.08 20.44 112 21.34 21.31 0.03
10.77 165 10.36 21.88 104 22.64 22.70 -0.06 20.50 112 21.40 21.37 0.03
10.85 165 10.43 21.99 105 22.63 22.75 -0.11 20.60 113 21.39 21.54 -0.14
10.74 166 10.41 21.95 108 22.20 22.34 -0.14 20.57 114 21.24 21.25 -0.01
10.70 166 10.37 21.90 108 22.15 22.10 0.05 20.52 114 21.19 21.25 -0.06
10.76 166 10.43 21.98 108 22.24 22.14 0.10 20.60 114 21.27 21.41 -0.14
10.52 166 10.20 21.61 108 21.86 21.97 -0.11 20.25 114 20.90 21.04 -0.14
10.81 166 10.47 22.06 108 22.31 22.37 -0.06 20.67 114 21.35 21.39 -0.04
11.05 166 10.70 22.44 108 22.70 22.65 0.05 21.02 114 21.72 21.73 -0.01
11.00 166 10.65 22.35 108 22.61 22.56 0.05 20.94 114 21.64 21.63 0.01
11.04 166 10.69 22.42 108 22.68 22.50 0.18 21.00 114 21.70 21.61 0.09
10.60 170 10.60 22.27 112 22.02 21.98 0.04 20.86 118 21.09 21.08 0.01
10.72 170 10.72 22.46 112 22.20 21.90 0.31 21.04 118 21.27 21.05 0.22
10.73 170 10.73 22.48 112 22.23 22.07 0.16 21.06 118 21.29 21.16 0.13
10.75 170 10.75 22.52 112 22.26 21.94 0.32 21.09 118 21.32 21.24 0.08
10.89 170 10.89 22.74 112 22.48 22.38 0.10 21.29 118 21.53 21.59 -0.06
10.82 170 10.82 22.63 112 22.37 22.19 0.19 21.20 118 21.43 21.37 0.06
10.85 170 10.85 22.68 112 22.42 22.35 0.07 21.24 118 21.48 21.35 0.13
10.93 170 10.93 22.80 112 22.54 22.20 0.35 21.36 118 21.59 21.50 0.09
10.88 170 10.88 22.73 112 22.47 22.39 0.08 21.29 118 21.52 21.50 0.03
10.96 170 10.96 22.86 112 22.60 22.45 0.15 21.41 118 21.65 21.79 -0.14
10.55 173 10.80 22.59 118 21.59 21.41 0.18 21.16 124 20.71 20.55 0.16
10.81 172 10.98 22.90 115 22.25 21.94 0.31 21.45 121 21.33 21.13 0.20
10.79 172 10.96 22.87 115 22.22 21.99 0.23 21.41 121 21.30 21.07 0.23
10.75 172 10.92 22.79 115 22.14 22.01 0.14 21.34 121 21.23 20.96 0.27
10.88 172 11.05 23.01 115 22.35 22.27 0.09 21.55 121 21.43 21.13 0.30
10.86 172 11.04 22.99 115 22.33 22.02 0.31 21.52 121 21.41 21.18 0.23
10.50 170 10.50 22.10 110 22.10 22.05 0.05 20.70 116 21.15 21.20 -0.05
median . mean
stddev . stddev 0.i
min -0.1 min -0.14
max 0.3 max
iqr( 25) . ir(.25 -0.04
iqr(.75) 0. iqr. 0.1q
- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
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MDT.2 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results
M3 Sheet Rho Standard Calculation
RHO m3std = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm3meas)
- ((220)*(Dep_Time - 170))]
M1 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation M2 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation
RHOmlstd = (1.381453)*(RHOm3std) + 7.770774 RHOm2std = (1.111477)*(RHOmlstd) + 9.31616
RHO mlest = (300.000)
[(300,000/RHOm2std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 110))]
RHO m2est = (300,000)
[ (300,000/RHOmi std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 120))]
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. M2 M2 M2 Diff.M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2S M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Sheet Sheet Ml Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2 Dep Sheet Sheet
Dep. Est. Eat.Rho Dep. Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho RhoTime and and
Meas. Meas
10.55 176 11.06 23.05 116 22.26 22.25 0.01 21.61 126 20.92 20.90 0.02
10.59 176 11.11 23.12 116 22.32 22.55 -0.23 21.66 126 20.96 21.18 -0.22
10.77 176 11.31 23.39 116 22.58 22.52 0.06 21.88 126 21.17 21.11 0.06
10.82 176 11.36 23.47 116 22.65 22.65 0.00 21.94 126 21.23 21.37 -0.14
10.76 176 11.29 23.37 116 22.55 22.81 -0.25 21.86 126 21.15 21.24 -0.09
10.75 176 11.28 23.36 116 22.55 22.60 -0.05 21.86 126 21.15 21.20 -0.05
10.70 176 11.23 23.28 116 22.48 22.90 -0.42 21.80 126 21.09 21.30 -0.21
10.80 176 11.34 23.43 116 22.62 22.75 -0.13 21.92 126 21.20 21.25 -0.05
10.87 176 11.42 23.54 120 22.20 22.23 -0.02 22.00 128 21.05 21.12 -0.06
11.00 176 11.56 23.74 120 22.38 22.30 0.08 22.16 128 21.20 21.10 0.10
11.08 176 11.64 23.85 120 22.48 22.76 -0.28 22.26 128 21.28 21.51 -0.22
11.06 176 11.63 23.83 120 22.46 22.68 -0.22 22.24 128 21.27 21.54 -0.27
11.04 177 11.70 23.93 122 22.29 22.14 0.15 22.32 130 21.11 21.14 -0.03
11.04 177 11.70 23.94 122 22.29 22.32 -0.03 22.32 130 21.11 21.24 -0.13
10.65 182 11.75 24.00 126 21.85 21.77 0.08 22.38 133 20.82 20.93 -0.10
10.68 182 11.79 24.06 126 21.89 21.73 0.17 22.42 133 20.86 20.89 -0.03
10.70 182 11.81 24.09 126 21.92 21.82 0.10 22.45 133 20.88 20.84 0.05
10.70 174 11.05 23.03 120 21.75 22.18 -0.43 21.59 129 20.57 20.78 -0.21
10.73 174 11.07 23.07 120 21.78 21.64 0.14 21.62 129 20.60 20.43 0.17
10.69 174 11.04 2302 120 21.73 21.75 -0.01 21.58 129 20.56 20.53 0.03
10.73 174 11.08 23.08 120 21.79 21.76 0.03 21.63 129 20.60 20.57 0.03
10.75 174 11.10 23.10 120 21.81 21.79 0.03 21.65 129 20.62 20.68 -0.06
10.62 174 10.96 22.91 115 22.25 22.52 -0.26 21.49 124 21.03 21.29 -0.26
10.68 174 11.02 22.99 120 21.71 21.81 -0.09 21.56 124 21.10 21.25 -0.15
10.79 174 11.14 23.16 120 21.86 21.75 0.12 21.70 124 21.23 21.22 0.01
10.77 174 112 2313 120 21.84 21.80 0.04 21.68 124 21.21 21.25 -0.04
10.81 174 11.16 23.19 120 21.88 21.96 -0.08 21.72 124 21.25 21.43 -0.18
10.85 174 11.21 23.25 120 21.94 21.94 0.00 21.77 124 21.30 21.53 -0.23
mean . mean
median -. mian -
stddev 0.17 stddev 0.12
min -0.43 min
max 0.17 max .1
iqr(.25) -0.15 iqr(.25) -0.1
-iqr(.75) 0.0 iqr(.75) 0.1
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MDT.3 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results
M3 Sheet Rho Standard Calculation
RHO m3std = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm3meas)
- ((220)*(Dep_Time - 178))]
M1 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation M2 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation
RHOmlstd = (1.03058)*(RHOm3std) + 9.67921 RHOm2std = (1.224544)*(RHOmlstd) + 8.039554
RHO mlest = (300.000)
[(300,000/RHOm2std)
+ ((77)*(DepTime - 120))]
RHO m2est = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOmlstd)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 130))]
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. Diff.M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Sheet Sheet M1 Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2 Dep Sheet SheetDep. Est Est.Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho RhoTime and andMeas. Stand. Stand. Est. Meas. Stand. Est. Meas.Meas. Meas.
82 11.3 2 125 22.39 22.27 0.42 21.80 134 2132 21.17 0.19
10. -- 6 1W .4 130 2. 21.89 .24 22.67 13 21. -. 7 .34
10.72 180 -.T 28 22.66-77-6m .0 .37 134 20.91 20.95 4 -0.03
10.W 179 10. 2. 126 21.47 -0.03
10.2 181 10.97 21 1.




MDT.3 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results (Cont.)
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. Diff.M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Dep Sheet Sheet M1 Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2 Dep Sheet Sheet t
Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Est.Time and andMeas. Stand. Stand. Est. Meas. Stand. Est. Meas.Meas. Meas.
10.89 184 11.44 24 22.89 0.45 22.05 33 21.68 21.20 0.48
10.72 1 0.89 22.78 128 21.76 21.82 -0.06 2. 138 20.47 20.57
10.73 f 1 22.79 128 21.78 21.76 0.02 21.39 13 2.49 26.
16.53 18 10-7r 2.75 127- 21.- 21.63 0.23 21.W 1736 20.67 20.41r 0.2
7 =82 1.7 22.99 27 22.08 21.9 0.14 -215 136 -0.90 26.67
10.88 182 11.24m 2M.20 127 27 22.26 0.01 21.0 136 1. 21.23 -0.14
mean . mean
__n_ man
max max1 16 11.38 23.97 3 2. . -0.2 2. 140 21.35 -1r.4 7F
iqr(.75) 0.10 iqr(.75) 0.18
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MDT.4 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results
M3 Sheet Rho Standard Calculation
(300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm3meas)
((220)*(Dep Time - 178))]
M Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation M2 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation
RHOmlstd = (1.466372)*(RHOm3std) + 6.822747 RHOm2std = (1.328522)*(RHOmlstd) + 6.92279
RHO mlest = (300.000)
[(300,000/RHOm2std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 120))]
RHO m2est = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOml std)
+ ((77)*(Dep Time - 130))]
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. Diff.M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet De Sheet Sheet MIDep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2Dep Sheet Sheet EstDep. Est. EstRho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho RhoTime and andMeas. Stand. Stand. Est. Meas. Stand. Est. Meas.
Meas. Meas.
1.0 12 1 1.0 3.00 129 21.04 260 21.75 137 20.77 20.77 0.01
1 182 115 23.1. 18 17.7 3. 1 . 20.9 -0.0
10. 182 91.1 23.19 129 2.0 00 =7 3 2 210.82 182 -11.25 43.203 . 213 .091 37 120. 20. -0.011 182 1116 23.*1 129 2 1,. 0.1 22.2 17 21.8 120.7 -0.0
- - - - .32 19 -21 W1.710.99 1 11.55 23.76 29 .52 08 . 138 21.29 21.28 0.0111.08 184 11.64 .89 129 22.64 22.78 -0.13 22.39 138 2. 1.53 -0.12
max 
_ max
_10.92 186 11.66 23.92 14 22.03 21.87 0. i 22.42 142 20 20.-5 0. 1




MDT.5 Sheet Rho Time Adiustment Test Results
M3 Sheet Rho Standard Calculation
RHO m3std = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm3meas)
- ((220)*(Dep_Time - 178))]
M1 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation M2 Sheet Rho Estimate Calculation
RHOmlstd = (1.466372)*(RHOm3std) + 6.822747 RHOm2std = (1.328522)*(RHOmI std) + 6.92279
RHO mlest= (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOm2std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 120))]
RHO m2est = (300,000)
[(300,000/RHOml std)
+ ((77)*(Dep_Time - 130))]
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M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Duff. Diff.M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Sheet Sheet M1 Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2 Dep Sheet Sheet Betw
Dep. Est. Est.Rho De. Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Est.Time and and
Meas. Meas.
Meas. Stand. Stand. Est. Stand. Est. Meas. Mea.178 10.2 22.27 120 22.27 22.19 0.03 20.37 13 0 24 0.91 -0 .041 0.65 1 2 20 2.=0 -2.321 -0.02 20.7 -- W- 20.9t 2.6 -70510.72 178 10.72 22.38 1 22.38 22.51 02 20.9 13 20.2098I 21.05 -0.0310UW 178 IT10 2. i120 22.3 22.67 14 2. I13 2 21.21 -00. 1 80 11.05 22.81 I 124 .29 22.29 I0.00 21.37 13 1.4 . 1 0.
108 1 182 .I1: 22.97 1 . 22.10 -0.1 .1
0.93 23.1 I 128 22.0522.03 I 21.63 13 I 20.93 21.05 -0.12
0.19 I1. 22.2 I 21.1 272T 20. 4 13 20.10 19-94 0.1606 M 10.56 22.1974 120 22.19 22.19 0.00 21 21.52 20 22.24 120 22 22.0 I. 21.62 128I 21.0 5 -U0T010. .78 101 20 .22.12 .1 0.19 20.7 128 N2.20I 21.20 -0.Ol10.74 178 10.74 22.4 120 22.42 22.45 I -0 128  21.2 I230 -0.0W
10.94 179 11.03 22.77 2 22.27= 0.11 21.33 131 21.22 21.07 0.15
192- 8 I .24 23.4 27 , 22. 2Z5O .09 21.5 8 5 210W 2O.7 -U.-
04I178I10.46 .071 20 22.07 22.2 -0.9 1 20.8 .19
1. 10.50 22.12 120 22.12 1 -0.03 20.74 128 . . -
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MDT.5 Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Test Results (Cont.)
M3 Calculations M1 Calculations M2 Calculations
Diff. Diff.
M3 M3 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3 Betw'n Betw'nSheet Sheet Sheet M1 Dep Sheet Sheet Sheet M2 Dep Sheet Sheet
Rho Rho Rho Time Rho Rho Rho Time Rho RhoTime and andMeas. Stand. Stand. Est. Meas. Stand. Est. Meas.
10.49 178 10.49 22.10 122 21.85 21.78 0.07 20.72 130 20.72 20.63 0.10
104 17F .6 .7n .7 1. .1110.45 178 10.37 22.05 122 21.80 21.5 0.04 20.58 132 20.37 20.56 0.1216.66 1 W 0.6 22.31 122 22.06 21.85 =.2 2.D1 130 20.91 20.76 0.15
mean .meanNs.76 178 10.76 sev22.18 22.03 . 130 21.0310men .89 178 10.89 22.59 122 - m. . .11an
max 30 20.8 max -00210.-178 17.92 M6 -1 --2- 22.73 -0.09 -1= I 21.1 21.29 -0.08
iqr(.25) -. iqr(.25) -0
nqr(.7) 0. iqr(./) 0.06
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MDT.1 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix Calculations
Metal 3 Calculations:
* RhOM3Std = 300,000 1 [ (300,000/RhOM3Metsured) - ( 220 * (Dep Time M3eent - 170)]
* Dep_Time M3Needcd = (300,000/220) * [ (1/RhOM3Turt) - (1/ RhOM3Meaurmd)] + DepTime M3Pent
Metal 1 Calculations:
* RhoMIStd = 1.641473 * Rhom3std+ 4.87077
* Dep_Time MINeeded = (300,000/77) * [(1/RhoMITrgt) - (1/RhOMIStd)] + 110
Metal 2 Calculations:
* RhOM2Std = 1.522414 * RhOM3Std + 4.7229
* DepTime M2Nceded = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhOMn27gt) - (1/ RhOM2Std)] + 120
MDT.2 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix Calculations
Metal 3 Calculations:
* RhOM3Std = 300,000 / [ (3 00,000/RhoM3Meuwed) - ( 220 * (DepTime M3Present - 170)1
* Dep_Time M3Neded = (300,000/220) * [(1/RhoMrar3Tt) - (1/ RhOM3Muased)] + Dep_Time M3Pesent
Metal 1 Calculations:
* RhOMlstd = 1.381453 * RhOM3std+ 7.770774
* DepTime MINeeded = (300,000/77) * [(1/RhOMITdget) - (1/RhOMlStd)] + 110
Metal 2 Calculations:
* RhOM2std = 1.111477 * RhOM3std + 9.316162
* Dep_Time M2Needed = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhOM2Trget) - (1/ RhOM2Std)] + 120
MDT.3 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix Calculations
Metal 3 Calculations:
* RhoM3Std = 300,000 / [ (300,000/RhoM3M)ued) - ( 220 * (DepTime M3Present - 178)]
* Dep_Time M3Needed = (300,000/220) * [ (1/Rhom3Twget) - (1/ RhoM3Msured)] + Dep Time M3Present
Metal 1 Calculations:
* RhOMIStd = 1.203058 * RhOM3Std+ 9.67921
* Dep_Time MiNered = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhOmItrgt) - (1/RhoMiStd)] + 120
Metal 2 Calculations:
* RhOM2Std = 1.224544 * Rhoustd + 8.039554
* DepTime M2Needed = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhoM2Tart) - (1/ RhOM2Std)] + 130
MDT.4 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix Calculations
Metal 3 Calculations:
* RhOM3Std = 300,000 / [ (300,000/RhoM3MU .d)rc) - ( 220 * (DepTime M3rent - 178)]
* Dep_Time M3Needed = (300,000/220) * [(1/RhoMurget) - (1/ RhOM3Meuured)] + Dep_Time M3resent
Metal 1 Calculations:
* RhoM•Std = 1.466372 * Rhomustd+ 6.822747
* Dep_Time MINeeded = (300,000/77) * [(1/RhoMiTart) - (1/RhoMlstd)] + 120
Metal 2 Calculations:
* RhoM2Std = 1.328522 * RhOM3Std + 6.92279
* DepTime M2Neded = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhoMTamge) - (1/ RhOM2std)] + 130
MDT.5 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix Calculations
Metal 3 Calculations:
* RhoM3std = 300,000 / [ (300,000/Rhom3Meamd) - ( 220 * (Dep_Time mprmwt - 178)]
* Dep_Time M3Needed = (300,000/220) * [(1/RhomTa.et) - (1/ RhOM3Msured)] + Dep_Time M3Presnt
Metal 1 Calculations:
* RhOMstd = 1.237823 * Rhomstd+ 9.121193
* Dep_Time MINeded = (300,000/77) * [(1/RhouITme) - (1/RhOMistd)] + 120
Metal 2 Calculations:
* RhOM2std = 1.126982 * RhM3std + 8.905514
* Dep_Time M2Needd = (300,000/77) * [ (1/RhoM2ar.t) - (1/ RhoM2Std)] + 130
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MDT.1 Aluminum Sheet Rho Time Adjustment Matrix
Present Dep. Time for Ml: 111
Metal M1 M2 M3
.... Layer. ....
Range CL->C- C-->B- B-->A- CL->C- C--->B- B-->A- CL->C- C-->- B- ->A-
Target 22.125 21.875 21.625 20.875 20.625 20.375 10.62 10.455 10.285Rho
Present Deposition Time Needed to Attain Target Thickness
M1 Rho
22.5 114 116 118 123 125 128 173 175 177
22.525 114 116 118 123 125 128 173 175 177
22.55 114 116 118 123 126 128 173 175 177
22.575 115 117 119 124 126 128 173 175 178
22.6 115 117 119 124 126 128 173 176 178
22.625 115 117 119 124 126 128 174 176 178
22.65 115 117 119 124 126 129 174 176 178
22.675 115 117 119 124 127 129 174 176 178
22.7 115 117 120 124 127 129 174 176 178
22.725 116 118 120 125 127 129 174 176 178
22.75 116 118 120 125 127 129 174 176 178
22.775 116 118 120 125 127 130 174 176 179
22.8 116 118 120 125 127 130 175 177 179
22.825 116 118 120 125 128 130 175 177 179
22.85 117 119 121 126 128 130 175 177 179
22.875 117 119 121 126 128 130 175 177 179
22.9 117 119 121 126 128 131 175 177 179
22.925 117 119 121 126 128 131 175 177 179
22.95 117 119 121 126 129 131 175 177 179
22.975 118 120 122 127 129 131 175 177 180
23 118 120 122 127 129 131 176 178 180
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Appendix 2: Data for Chapter 5 Particle Analysis
MDT.1 Particle Analysis
MDT.1 MFIP and Walk Particle MQC Data
Is MQC Is MQC
MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW
Particle Data Particle Dat Particle 2-Lot Fall Particle Dat Particle Particle Particle -Lot Fall
Data) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
39 3.69 14 2.71 1 7 2.08 10 2.40 1
19 3.00 13 2.64 1 2 1.10 6 1.95 1
17 2.89 4 54 4.01 58 4.08 1
26 3.30 11 2.48 1 16 2.83 3 1.39 3
69 4.25 2 10 2.40 14 2.71 1
73 4.30 52 3.97 3 11 2.48 16 2.83 1
13 2.64 10 2.40 4 9 2.30 13 2.64 1
19 3.00 18 2.94 1 39 3.69 13 2.64 1
14 2.71 14 2.71 1 35 3.58 23 3.18 2
10 2.40 14 2.71 1 20 3.04 26 3.30 1
14 2.71 18 2.94 1 83 4.43 24 3.22 2
7 2.08 11 2.48 1 14 2.71 12 2.56 4
16 2.83 10 2.40 1 16 2.83 14 2.71 1
55 4.03 13 2.64 1 21 3.09 13 2.64 1
98 4.60 61 4.13 3 12 2.56 12 2.56 1
47 3.87 34 3.56 4 15 2.77 6 1.95 1
93 4.54 4 28 3.37 25 3.26 1
205 5.33 96 4.57 3 15 2.77 14 2.71 1
11 2.48 13 2.64 4 8 2.20 16 2.83 1
12 2.56 10 2.40 4 16 2.83 42 3.76 1
14 2.71 37 3.64 4 30 3.43 11 2.48 2
84 4.44 75 4.33 1 22 3.14 16 2.83 1
6 1.95 12 2.56 4 7 2.08 29 3.40 1
283 5.65 268 5.59 1 30 3.43 15 2.77 2
14 2.71 20 3.04 4 13 2.64 9 2.30 2
3211 8.07 633 6.45 2 32 3.50 28 3.37 1
2980 8.00 109 4.70 4 12 2.56 15 2.77 1
24 3.22 29 3.40 4 26 3.30 20 3.04 1
14 2.71 33 3.53 4 14 2.71 6 1.95 1
15 2.77 27 3.33 2 4 1.61 10 2.40 1
9 2.30 15 2.77 1 38 3.66 28 3.37 1
29 3.40 26 3.30 1 23 3.18 10 2.40 2
19 3.00 22 3.14 1 18 2.94 12 2.56 2
37 3.64 17 2.89 1 26 3.30 9 2.30 4
17 2.89 1 8 2.20 22 3.14 1
32 3.50 13 2.64 1 36 3.61 7 2.08 1
28 3.37 13 2.64 1 22 3.14 16 2.83 1
1 0.69 22 3.14 1 8 2.20 26 3.30 2
596 6.39 156 . 5.06 1 11 2.48 19 3.00 1
38 3.66 10 2.40 3 10 2.40 9 2.30 1
21 3.09 11 2.48 2 10 2.40 19 3.00 1
3 1.39 9 2.30 1 7 2.08 2
1 0.69 6 1.95 1 9 2.30 32 3.50 1
5 1.79 6 1.95 1 23 3.18 32 3.50 1
9 2.30 7 2.08 1 29 3.40 35 3.58 1
7 2.08 13 2.64 1 25 3.26 22 3.14 1
13 2.64 12 2.56 1 25 3.26 2
5 1.79 19 3.00 1 20 3.04 2
9 2.30 4 1.61 2 19 3.00 2
20 3.04 23 3.18 1 24 3.22 2
10 2.40 15 2.77 4 38 3.66 2
3 1.39 4 1.61 3 30 3.43 26 3.30 1
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MDT.1 MFIP and Walk Particle MQC Data (Cont.)
Is MQC Is MQC
MFIP In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MFIP In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KWarticcle Particle 2-Lot Fail rticlcle Particle 2-Lot FailParticle D Data) Particle D Data) 3-Recheck Particle D Data) Particle Data) 3-RecheckData) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4-Post Dn 4- Post Dn
34 3.56 26 3.30 2 11 2.48 21 3.09 1
18 2.94 68 4.23 1 44 3.81 15 2.77 1
11 2.48 23 3.18 2 5 1.79 1
24 3.22 2 5 1.79 1
19 3.00 21 3.09 1 17 2.89 16 2.83 1
16 2.83 17 2.89 1 9 230 7 2.08 1
18 2.94 22 3.14 2 10 2.40 27 3.33 1
70 4.26 4 9 2.30 11 2.48 1
23 3.18 9 2.30 4 16 2.83 33 3.53 1
25 3.26 2 1.10 1 17 2.89 15 2.77 1
11 2.48 14 2.71 4 13 2.64 30 3.43 1
23 3.18 55 4.03 1 13 2.64 20 3.04 1
13 2.64 2 14 2.71 4 1.61 1
8 2.20 2 12 2.56 5 1.79 1
7 2.08 2 10 2.40 13 2.64 1
11 2.48 2 7 2.08 30 3.43 1
3 1.39 2 21 3.09 14 2.71 1
11 2.48 3 1.39 2 8 2.20 8 2.20 1
126 4.84 2 34 3.56 30 3.43 1
5 1.79 4 21 3.09 9 2.30 1
5 1.79 11 2.48 4 83 4.43 36 3.61 1
35 3.58 27 3.33 1 17 2.89 3
23 3.18 25 3.26 1 2680 7.89 682 6.53 1
73 4.30 8 2.20 1 15 2.77 13 2.64 3
6 1.95 3 89 4.50 29 3.40 1
16 2.83 6 1.95 1 11 2.48 3
23 3.18 8 2.20 2 31 3.47 25 3.26 1
10 2.40 7 2.08 1 18 2.94 5 1.79 1
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Summary Statistics of In(MFIP) with Outliers Included
6.72
More 3
Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:








Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.74
Mean = 3.01















































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics •
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
6.13
Bin
MDT.1 In (MQC Walk Particle) Histogram
A4







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.64
Mean = 2.92
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MDT.2 Particle Analysis
MDT.2 MFIP and Walk Particle MQC Data
Is MQC MQC
MFIP In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW
Particle Particle 2-Lot Fail Particle Particle 2-Lot Faille Data PData 2-Lot FalDat Particle Data Particle Dat Data) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
2.08 7 2.08 1 17 2.89 26 3.30 2
84 4.44 956 6.86 2 12 2.56 36 3.61 1
43 38 17 2.89 4 248 21 3.09 1
S 23 15 2.77 4 7 89 2
2 1.10 11 2.48 1 19 300 33 3.53 1
7.32 672 6.51 2 28 3.37 6 1.95 1
10 21 0.69 4 14 2.71 18 2.94 1
8 220 21 3.09 4 69 4.25 36 3.61 1
10 2.40 1 13 2.64 34 3.56 4
F8 2.2 12 2.56 1 14 2.71 29 3.40 1
3-0 5.86 429 6.06 1 1 289 13 2.64 1
271 5T61 63 4.16 4 4 1.61 8 2.20 1
6 1.95 10 2.40 4 19 3.00 5 1.79 1
4 1.61 4 1.61 1 10 240 7 2.08 1
18 294 8 2.20 2 20 348 3.89 1
42 3.76 35 3.58 1 12 2 14 2.71 4
12 -2.b 12 2.56 4 26 3.30 17 2.89 2
235 5.46 109 4.70 1 9 2.30 6 1.95 2
17 2.89 15 2.77 4 33 353 29 3.40 1
28 3.37 25 3.26 4 2b 12 2.56 1
94 863 1084 6.99 1 69 4 13 2.64 1
10 2 10 2.40 4 12 2.56 15 2.77 4
24 3.22 28 3.37 1 21 309 22 3.14 1
4 1.61 13 2.64 1 2 34 13 2.64 1
7 2.89 20 3.04 4 32 3.50 21 3.09 1
24 322 11 2.48 4 14 2.71 12 2.56 1
6 9 18 2.94 4 289 20 3.04 1
18 2.94 13 2.64 4 18 14 2.71 4
2 1.10 24 3.22 4 21 309 16 2.83 1
8 2.20 10 2.40 1 40 371 32 3.50 1
22 3. 8 2.20 4 12 2.56 24 3.22 1
1 2. 4 1.61 4 29 319 3.00 1
68 4.23 63 4.16 1 14 2.71 34 3.56 1
31 3.47 11 2.48 4 18 2.94 14 2.71 2
3 1.39 20 3.04 1 2. 3.04 58 4.08 1
4 1.6T 13 2.64 4 14 2.71 2
S 1.79 7 2.08 1 1 15 2.77 4
11 2.48 6 1.95 1 12 26 24 3.22 1
12 2.56 14 2.71 1 32 350 28 3.37 2
9.3 16 2.83 1 11 248 15 2.77 4
16 2.83 20 3.04 1 17 2.89 6 1.95 4
14 2.71 8 2.20 1 6 2 1.10 2
6 1.95 87 4.48 1 32 30 21 3.09 4
7 2.08 22 3.14 3 12 26 17 2.89 4
1.95 16 2.83 4 12 2 104 4.65 2
13 2. 14 2.71 4 13 2.64 14 2.71 4
S 1.9 17 2.89 1 9 230 19 3.00 1
25 3.26 23 3.18 1 289 9 2.30 1
11 2.48 8 2.20 2 34 3.56 27 3.33 1
21 3.09 4 114 4.74 9 2.30 1
22 3.14 16 2.83 2 2.77 18 2.94 4
3.3 15 2.77 1 6 1.95 4
_4 1.b_ 18 2.94 1 3_ 1 _ 4 0.69 2
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MDT.2 MF1P and Walk Particle MQC Data (Cont.)
Is MQC Is MQC
MFIP In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MF1P In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fail Particle Particle 2-Lot FailParticle Data Prcle Dat PData article Dat Particle DatData) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4-Post Dn 4-Post Dn
17 2.-9 4 10 2.40 17 2.89 3
15 277 31 3.47 1 7 2. 15 2.77 1
4 1.61 1 10 2.40 2
3 1739 13 2.64 1 73 4.30 2
10 2.40 13 2.64 2 24 3.22 16 2.83 3
5 1.79 13 2.64 1 22 3.14 18 2.94 1
8 20 30 3.43 1 6 4.04 85 4.45 1
15 277 19 3.00 4 12 256 16 2.83 4
18 94 3 1.39 1 46 3.85 33 3.53 4
38 66 21 3.09 1 13 2.64 2
2 1.10 0 0.00 4 12 2.56 5 1.79 4
13 2.64 13 2.64 2 9 2.30 39 3.69 2
20 4 16 2.83 4 1 24 9 2.30 1
12 256 8 2.20 1 18 294 176 5.18 1
38 66 28 3.37 1 6 195 0 0.00 4
35 3.58 16 2.83 1 6 1.95 3 1.39 1
13 24 4 1.61 4 2 1.10 28 3.37 4
15 277 4 27 333 171 5.15 1
13 2.64 24 3.22 1 24 3422 12 2.56 1
39 3.69 135 4.91 1 20 3.04 30 3.43 1
26 3.30 17 2.89 1 27 3.33 32 3.50 2
45 3 83 30 3.43 1 11 2 48 11 2.48 2
101 4 69 4.25 2 90 4.51 2
35 8 7 2.08 4 27 333 15 2.77 3
17 2.89 26 3.30 1 36 361 17 2.89 2
501 6.22 66 4.20 1 7 208 5 1.79 4
12 6 16 2.83 1 20 3.04 1
9 2. 25 3.26 4 4 1 25 3.26 2



































































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 6.45







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.70
Mean = 2.93

























































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 5.92







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.59
Mean = 2.95
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MDT.3 MFIP and Walk MQC Data
Is MQC Is MQC
MFIP In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MFIP ln(MFIP Walk in(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fall Particle Particle PaelParticle Dat Particle Particle Dat a Particle D Particle Particle Dat 
Data) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
7 2.08 3 1.39 1 45 3.83 27 3.33 1
17 2.89 12 2.56 1 10 2.40 11 2.48 1
7 2.08 12 2.56 1 16 2.83 15 2.77 4
23 3.18 3 1.39 1 13 2.64 10 2.40 1
18 2.94 16 2.83 1 15 2.77 29 3.40 1
24 3.22 19 3.00 1 5 1.79 30 3.43 1
9 2.30 3 1.39 1 13 2.64 8 2.20 1
14 2.71 11 2.48 1 17 2.89 9 2.30 1
10 2.40 19 3.00 4 3 1.39 10 2.40 1
17 2.89 8 2.20 1 12 2.56 11 2.48 1
12 2.56 4 1.61 1 34 3.56 16 2.83 1
25 3.26 10 2.40 1 30 3.43 11 2.48 1
11 2.48 2 1.10 1 28 3.37 14 2.71 4
11 2.48 14 2.71 1 41 3.74 24 3.22 1
11 2.48 10 2.40 1 24 3.22 7 2.08 4
13 2.64 1 0.69 1 8 2.20 3
3 1.39 4 1.61 1 6 1.95 27 3.33 1
33 3.53 14 2.71 1 25 3.26 0 0.00 4
32 3.50 34 3.56 2 10 2.40 4 1.61 1
28 3.37 22 3.14 4 43 3.78 15 2.77 1
17 2.89 36 3.61 1 9 2.30 8 2.20 1
12 2.56 21 3.09 1 8 2.20 18 2.94 1
9 2.30 24 3.22 1 16 2.83 7 2.08 1
19 3.00 49 3.91 1 16 2.83 11 2.48 1
8 2.20 19 3.00 4 27 3.33 18 2.94 1
20 3.04 3 1.39 1 19 3.00 18 2.94 1
11 2.48 16 2.83 1 3 1.39 3 1.39 1
16 2.83 11 2.48 1 3 1.39 14 2.71 4
3 1.39 6 1.95 3 66 4.20 24 3.22 1
75 4.33 16 2.83 1 5 1.79 5 1.79 4
13 2.64 4 1.61 4 23 3.18 27 3.33 4
34 3.56 28 3.37 1 6 1.95 4 1.61 1
5 1.79 25 3.26 3 30 3.43 13 2.64 1
21 3.09 10 2.40 1 9 2.30 15 2.77 1
25 3.26 29 3.40 1 37 3.64 5 1.79 1
20 3.04 24 3.22 4 41 3.74 16 2.83 1
34 3.56 16 2.83 1 16 2.83 6 1.95 1
9 2.30 8 2.20 1 30 3.43 14 2.71 1
33 3.53 16 2.83 1 23 3.18 21 3.09 1
8 2.20 10 2.40 1 18 2.94 5 1.79 1
71 4.28 17 2.89 1 17 2.89 20 3.04 3
28 3.37 17 2.89 3 13 2.64 7 2.08 1
23 3.18 26 3.30 1 17 2.89 8 2.20 1
17 2.89 1 10 2.40 10 2.40 1
12 2.56 24 3.22 1 11 2.48 18 2.94 1
21 3.09 3 1.39 1 7 2.08 3 1.39 4
15 2.77 12 2.56 1 36 3.61 49 3.91 4
15 2.77 6 1.95 1 6 1.95 11 2.48 1
15 2.77 12 2.56 1 4 1.61 11 2.48 1
22 3.14 5 1.79 1 36 3.61 17 2.89 1
19 3.00 64 4.17 1 18 2.94 14 2.71 1
6 1.95 14 2.71 1 21 3.09 18 2.94 1
10 2.40 8 2.20 4 27 3.33 36 3.61 2
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MDT.3 MFIP and Walk MQC Data (Cont.)
Is MQC Is MQC
MFIP ln(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KW M In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fail MFIP Particle Particle 2-Lot FailParticle Data Particle Data Particle Dat Particle Data
Data) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post On 4- Post Dn
21 3.09 15 2.77 1 30 3.43 25 3.26 1
30 3.43 16 2.83 1 27 3.33 33 3.53 1
20 3.04 3 41 3.74 14 2.71 1
31 3.47 25 3.26 1 12 2.56 24 3.22 4
18 2.94 21 3.09 1 12 2.56 32 3.50 1
18 2.94 23 3.18 2 22 3.14 18 2.94 1
60 4.11 31 3.47 1 4 1 .61 11 2.48 4
I t3 I 9 FR I 1s I 2.77 I




























































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 6.07
"No Outliers Removed'
MDT.3 MQC MFIP Particle Histogram
I' ll
00 Q q 5
Bin







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.65
Mean = 2.83
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Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 5.97















Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR /1.33
= 0.67
Mean = 2.61
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MDT.4 Particle Analysis
MDT.4 MF1P and Walk Data
Is MQC Is MQC
MF1P ln(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MFIP In(MFIP Walk In(Walk i-3KW
Particle t Particle Particle 2-Lot Fall Particle Dat Particle ParParticle Lot FallData) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
14 2.71 4 1.61 1 9 2.30 9 2.30 1
6 1.95 7 2.08 1 13 2.64 11 2.48 1
19 3.00 12 2.56 1 14 2.71 8 2.20 1
7 2.08 5 1.79 1 8 2.20 12 2.56 1
6 1.95 1 0.69 1 12 2.56 2 1.10 1
10 2.40 1 28 3.37 15 2.77 4
1 0.69 2 13 2.64 10 2.40 1
13 2.64 29 3.40 1 30 3.43 29 3.40 1
3 1.39 5 1.79 1 16 2.83 12 2.56 1
16 2.83 9 2.30 1 32 3.50 60 4.11 4
12 2.56 6 1.95 1 42 3.76 17 2.89 4
20 3.04 3 1.39 1 12 2.56 0 0.00 4
8 2.20 5 1.79 1 13 2.64 9 2.30 1
11 2.48 22 3.14 1 12 2.56 1 0.69 1
9 2.30 2 1.10 1 24 3.22 9 2.30 4
2 1.10 9 2.30 1 3 1.39 6 1.95 1
11 2.48 4 1.61 4 5 1.79 19 3.00 1
0 0.00 5 1.79 1 11 2.48 8 2.20 1
17 2.89 8 2.20 1 4 1.61 17 2.89 1
10 2.40 6 1.95 1 5 1.79 10 2.40 1
13 2.64 15 2.77 1 17 2.89 13 2.64 4
12 2.56 14 2.71 1 12 2.56 6 1.95 1
13 2.64 19 3.00 1 14 2.71 12 2.56 1
7 2.08 4 1.61 1 22 3.14 2 1.10 1
3 1.39 1 17 2.89 4 1.61 1
15 2.77 19 3.00 1 9 2.30 19 3.00 1
5 1.79 12 2.56 1 45 3.83 9 2.30 4
18 2.94 16 2.83 1 30 3.43 5 1.79 1
3 1.39 15 2.77 4 13 2.64 13 2.64 1
6 1.95 4 1.61 1 12 2.56 5 1.79 1
26 3.30 5 1.79 1 3 1.39 1 0.69 4
8 2.20 2 1.10 4 7 2.08 5 1.79 1
10 2.40 14 2.71 1 1 0.69 5 1.79 1
11 2.48 7 2.08 1 21 3.09 6 1.95 1
11 2.48 7 2.08 1 8 2.20 4 1.61 4
17 2.89 5 1.79 1 8 2.20 2 1.10 4
4 1.61 4 1.61 1 6 1.95 6 1.95 1
0 0.00 10 2.40 1 1 0.69 21 3.09 1
10 2.40 10 2.40 4 130 4.88 31 3.47 1
5 1.79 5 1.79 1 3 1.39 5 1.79 3
28 3.37 25 3.26 1 5 1.79 7 2.08 1
15 2.77 8, 2.20 1 7 2.08 7 2.08 4
5 1.79 3 1.39 1 3 1.39 3 1.39 1
25 3.26 7 2.08 1 14 2.71 4 1.61 1
23 3.18 5 1.79 1 15 2.77 13 2.64 1
8 2.20 11 2.48 1 3 1.39 8 2.20 1
3 1.39 13 2.64 4 11 2.48 12 2.56 4
14 2.71 11 2.48 1 4 1.61 8 2.20 1
4 1.61 8 2.20 1 13 2.64 5 1.79 1
11 2.48 4 1.61 1 8 2.20 4 1.61 1
44 3.81 43 3.78 1 8 2.20 12 2.56 1
18 2.94 18 2.94 4 2 1.10 5 1.79 1
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MDT.4 MF1P and Walk Data (Cont.)
Is MQC Is MQC
MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MFIP In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fall Particle Particle 2-Lot FallParticle Data Dat) Particle Data Data) 3-Recheck Particle Dat Data) Particle Data) 3-Recheck
Data) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
18 2.94 11 2.48 1 15 2.77 26 3.30 1
12 2.56 38 3.66 1 36 3.61 5 1.79 1
1 0.69 10 2.40 1 2 1.10 11 2.48 2
18 2.94 12 2.56 4 22 3.14 25 3.26 1
15 2.77 6 1.95 1 10 2.40 8 2.20 1
21 3.09 10 2.40 1 12 2.56 16 2.83 1 1
24 3.22 16 2.83 4 6 1.95 23 3.18 1
12 2.56 9 2.30 1 0 0.00 10 2.40 1































































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 5.70
"No Outliers Removed'
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Summary Statistics of In(Walk) with Outliers Included
3.74 4
More 2
Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:





















































MDT.5 MF1P and Particle MQC Data
Is MQC Is MQC
MFIP In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fall Particle Particle 2-Lot FailParticle Data Particle Data Particle Data Particle Data Parcle tcFaData) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
8 2.20 2 1.10 1 13 2.64 10 2.40 1
15 2.77 5 1.79 1 26 3.30 4 1.61 4
5 1.79 3 1.39 1 260 5.56 833 6.73 1
12 2.56 3 1.39 1 271 5.61 491 6.20 3
4 1.61 6 1.95 1 433 6.07 406 6.01 4
7 2.08 5 1.79 1 3023 8.01 702 6.56 1
3 1.39 4 1.61 1 242 5.49 919 6.82 4
2 1.10 13 2.64 1 44 3.81 16 2.83 4
1 0.69 10 2.40 1 7 2.08 4 1.61 4
13 2.64 3 1.39 1 14 2.71 3 1.39 1
6 1.95 2 1.10 1 25 3.26 5 1.79 1
12 2.56 9 2.30 4 12 2.56 1 0.69 1
9 2.30 1 0.69 1 15 2.77 14 2.71 1
27 3.33 13 2.64 1 7 2.08 5 1,79 1
9 2.30 8 2.20 1 7 2.08 3 1.39 1
5 1.79 8 2.20 1 9 2.30 13 2.64 4
5 1.79 7 2.08 1 7 2.08 2 1.10 1
10 2.40 9 2.30 1 1 0.69 11 2.48 1
15 2.77 9 2.30 1 6 1.95 6 1.95 1
11 2.48 3 1.39 1 7 2.08 18 2.94 1
5 1.79 43 3.78 1 11 2.48 3 1.39 1
24 3.22 28 3.37 1 11 2.48 4 1.61 1
10 2.40 7 2.08 1 12 2.56 4 1.61 1
6 1.95 1 0.69 1 12 2.56 17 2.89 1
6 1.95 1 0.69 1 9 2.30 3 1.39 1
17 2.89 10 2.40 1 24 3.22 7 2.08 1
16 2.83 14 2.71 1 43 3.78 3 1.39 1
11 2.48 6 1.95 1 9 2.30 10 2.40 1
16 2.83 11 2.48 1 12 2.56 5 1.79 1
6 1.95 0 0.00 1 4 1.61 12 2.56 1
8 2.20 31 3.47 1 11 2.48 14 2.71 1
20 3.04 3 1.39 4 101 4.62 11 2.48 1
30 3.43 17 2.89 1 13 2.64 11 2.48 4
15 2.77 8 2.20 4 9 2.30 15 2.77 1
20 3.04 4 1.61 1 12 2.56 5 1.79 1
16 2.83 7 2.08 1 12 2.56 3 1.39 1
9 2.30 8 2.20 1 20 3.04 10 2.40 4
13 2.64 0.00 4 13 2.64 11 2.48 1
8 2.20 4 1.61 1 1 0.69 14 2.71 1
12 2.56 0.00 1 23 3.18 5 1.79 1
9 2.30 2 1.10 1 741 6.61 15 2.77 1
12 2.56 17 2.89 1 13 2.64 10 2.40 4
7 2.08 2 1.10 1 0 0.00 6 1.95 4
14 2.71 12 2.56 1 29 3.40 3 1.39 1
10 2.40 3 1.39 1 8 2.20 5 1.79 1
6 1.95 7 2.08 4 11 2.48 2 1.10 1
16 2.83 6 1.95 1 8 2.20 8 2.20 1
6 1.95 2 1.10 4 8 2.20 8 2.20 1
11 2.48 18 2.94 1 12 2.56 2 1.10 1
44 3.81 12 2.56 4 13 2.64 0 0.00 1
158 5.07 1048 6.96 1 12 2.56 2 1.10 4
9 2.30 7 2.08 4 10 2.40 1 0.00 2
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MDT.5 MF1P and Particle MQC Data (Cont.)
Is MQC Is MQC
MF1P In(MF1P Walk In(Walk 1-3KW MF1P In(MFIP Walk In(Walk 1-3KWParticle Particle 2-Lot Fail Particle Particle 2-Lot Fall
articlee DatParticle a ot Falle Particle Oata Particle OataData) Data) 3-Recheck Data) Data) 3-Recheck
4- Post Dn 4- Post Dn
252 5.53 0.00 1 3 1.39 11 2.48 1
41 3.74 14 2.71 3 4 1.61 4 1.61 1
10 2.40 3 1.39 1 10 2.40 4 1.61 1
7 2.08 18 2.94 1 10 2.40 7 2.08 1
6 1.95 7 2.08 1 10 2.40 9 2.30 4
0 0.00 4 1.61 1 18 2.94 6 1.95 1
7 2.08 0 0.00 1 4 1.61 6 1.95 1
19 3.00 3 1.39 4 21 3.09 15 2.77 4
6 1.95 0 0.00 1 14 2.71 16 2.83 1
4 1.61 6 1.95 1 12 2.56 16 2.83 1
8 2.20 18 2.94 1 12 2.56 9 2.30 1
13 2.64 4 1.61 4 12 2.56 8 2.20 1
9 2.30 7 2.08 1 6 1.95 9 2.30 1
24 3.22 12 2.56 1 5 1.79 0 0.00 1
8 2.20 3 1.39 1 6 1.95 6 1.95 1
1 0.69 4 1.61 1 2 1.10 10 2.40 1
155 5.05 5 1.79 1 12 2.56 1 0.69 4
24 3.22 10 2.40 4 2 1.10 5 1.79 1
8 2.20 5 1.79 1 2 1.10 22 3.14 1
6 1.95 16 2.83 1 3 1.39 7 2.08 1
14 2.71 8 2.20 1 6 1.95 7 2.08 1
5 1.79 11 2.48 1 1 0.69 1 0.69 1
1 0.69 2 1.10 1 4 1.61 5 1.79 1
8 2.20 9 2.30 1 3 1.39 9 2.30 1
6 1.95 9 2.30 1 7 2.08 10 2.40 1
25 3.26 13 2.64 1 9 2.30 20 3.04 1
9 2.30 6 1.95 1 21 3.09 16 2.83 4
37 3.64 4 1.61 1 0 0.00 18 2.94 1
45 3.83 40 3.71 4 1 0.69 3 1.39 1
7 2.08 8 2.20 4 8 2.20 8 2.20 1
9 2.30 8 2.20 1 8 2.20 14 2.71 4
17 2.89 3 1.39 4 15 2.77 26 3.30 1
13 2.64 13 2.64 1 1 0.69 4 1.61 1
2 1.10 4 1.61 1 3 1.39 0 0.00 1
6 1.95 12 2.56 1 4 1.61 9 2.30 1
10 2.40 7 2.08 1 1 0.69 3 1.39 1
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Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 5.44







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR /1.33
= 0.60
Mean = 2.45


























































































Cutoff for Summary Statistics
with Outliers Removed.
Oulier Cutoff Value:
= Mean + (5)( Est. Std Dev.)
= 6.36







0.00 1.07 2.14 3.21 4.28 5.35 6.42
Bin







Est. of Std. Dev. = IQR / 1.33
= 0.86
Mean = 2.08














































Appendix 3: Data for Chapter 6 Metal 1 CD Analysis








0.954 0.954 0.9540.974 0.974 0.974
0.961 0.961 0.961
0.965 0.965 0.965
The following histograms, Bin / Frequency Data and the Summary Statistics were
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More 1 Summary Statistics of Sample F Data
Mean 0.96924 Skewness 2.182056
Standard Error 0.0025 Range 0.16
Median 0.9685 Minimum 0.924
Mode 0.973 Maximum 1.084
Std. Deviation 0.02239 Sum 77.539
Sample Variance 0.0005 Count 80
Kurtosis 9.32924 Conf. Level(95%) 0.004907
The F-tests and t-tests that follow were completed using a combination of Microsoft Excel
v.5.0 analysis tools and methodologies and equations from the NBS Handbook 91,
Experimental Statistics by M.G. Natrella.
For F-tests the following condition decides if two products differ with regard to their
variability; otherwise, there is no reason to believe that they differ.25
Fcalculated > Fcritical (1-a2)
or
Fcalculated <1 /Fcritica (1-a/2)
For t-tests the following condition decides if two products differ with regard to their
average performance; otherwise, there is no reason to believe that they differ.26
I X - Xspl Xbar ,mpi 2 I > u
where
U = ( tl-a ) ( ) sqrt [ (n, + nb) / (n * nb)
sp = pooled standard deviation
2 Natreila, Mary Gibbons, Experimental Statistics, National Bureau of Standards Handbook 91, p. 4-8, issued August 1, 1963,
reprinted October 1966 with corrections.
26 Natrella, Mary Gibbons, Experimental Statistics National Bureau of Standards Handbook 91, p. 3-24, issued August 1, 1963,
reprinted October 1966 with corrections.
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Appendices
f-Test Two-Sample (A & B) for
Variances
t-Test: Two-Sample (A & B)
Assuming Equal Variances








1 / F Critical 0.72581762
Pooled Vari 0.00037483
t Critical two 1.96661404
u 0.00425685
I x(A) -x(B)l 0.00030417
f-Test Two-Sample (A & D) for
Variances








F-Test Two-Sample (A & C) for
Variances
t-Test: Two-Sample (A & C)
Assuming Equal Variances










t Critical two 1.96661404
u 0.00460797
I x(A) -x(C)l 0.00030417
f-Test Two-Sample (A & E) for
Variances








f-Test Two-Sample (A & F) for
Variances
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